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Catch 23
That's the title of the next release from Martech - a

vector graphics blastolhon in which you have to penetrate

a heavily guarded military complex and steal the plans tor

a deadly satellite. As well as the combat aspect there Is also

an adventure element In the game as Ihere are numerous

locations to explore, objects to collect and puzzles to solve,

so II should be more than Just another vector graphics shool

em up Catch 23 due out about now, priced at £8.95.

Marble Madness Winners
There are twenty ll\

6. Dunnel, Ontario, Canada:

Richardson, Aylesbury; C We 1st

Wos'tirham; L. Charlton, Bude; I

Cole, Haywatds Healh; <

Haggorl, Macdutl; S. Elslngo;

Harllngen, Trte Nel fierian ds; D.

Luby. Duns; H. Nr'

—

Edinburgh: P. Francis, H
Wlheries, Belgium; R.

Boness; H. Patrick.
Belgium; T. French. New I

P. Evans. Chichester; P. E

Gllllngham; P Wright, Benlleel;
n "—y. KelghtlngTon.B Perry

Cosmic Shock Absorber
Winners

Leviathan

u battle the
lens. The 128
in enhanced

ie CBM 64 version w
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T.S.A.M. at last!

'86 release. They Slole A Million ready to go Into
Or so they tell us, after all they said that before
Still, while you're all waiting eagerly tar the

ival here's a picture ot Arlolasotfs Mark Eastman
in solitary confinement until the game Is released.

Rogue Trooper Winners

3S„KfS
S Clark, Retford; A, Dol

ondon SW8; A. Wood. Harai
llmbabwe; M. Doyle, C
Vsxlord: S. Drear ley, Hattfax;

D. Patrick

Belgium:
Malmesbi.

Icon Graphix Winners

:,r copiti ol A:ir1i„|iTi ( : k..:.i Norlon. Ashinlon; S Sail 1

:

Graphix utility, They are: A. Hogg, BFP017; D Shej.

Laing. Richmond, N. Yorks;P Salrya'srs; Orusum. Sloke; $!

Clark, Poole: 5, Oliver. Holllnshead. Stives-, v. Wuisan.
Macclesfield: S, Wing. London, Darwen: A. Inglls, Carlisle; A
SE23; E. Oron, Sutton; R. Davey. Cook. Coplhorne; M. Teei

Errata

n face lime 'm afraid somewh are along I ib line a

tissue""

the number 1791051 should have rea. I In line

Apt perhaps that Dur April Fool progr am should

.
Ilyas. Manchester:
Geraardsoergen.

y;M. Br Indley. Derby:
r. o«rpHii. Harrowgate: S.

Rosbrlen; S. Smith, Transvaal; S.

Turner, Isle of Wight: B. Grant,
Boness; K. Young. Banbury.

They each win a copy of

^JjflUUi
II

is.m.i- one :;iniN.-.. .,, cih.im a is

ARKANOID • CRYSTAL CASTLES
EIDOLON «COBRA -FEUD

TONY BRIDGE INTERVIEW • MATT LUCAS MAP

H REVIEWS- BUDGET COMPETITION

Bprom
a copy lis home in Preston

i new software and costs Just BOp It's quite

II, jK mostly games that glvet'ArharTalS a Stingof

al pieces, charts, available from Tony Wotral,
.lure section an to on, 3Z8 The Mattings, Penwor-
i produced totally by thorn, Preston, LanciPM SFD.
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Apocalypse when?

Murder on the Atlantic

le Polrol moustache yon

cruiser In the mo* where Sydney
murder has ]usl been Atlantic
committed. Donning your mous

Big Bang
PSS are releasing a com- Coniliclsl, will Incl'

pilollon tape containing three of Britain, Ttieatre El

of the titles tn their Wargamen Falkland! '82 and Is
,_"— called May release, priced
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Hewson strip

Next on their Speclrui

/ay ai a talr old (ate these days, and
houl a new Hewson game to review.

adule Is Zynaps, a spacey shoo! em
p formal "lo give It thai all-imporianl

Spectrum Games Top Ten

Whitehouse cometh
iry Whitehouse, thot is Because you ci

1 Palace Soltware's new Barbarian
" rlgade are going to be up In arms Bui Palace

id !!! .in,.:,.: v.i I
-....:. ,.

; I .. I v A 1

!.; II'. /! pi.iix:!

l'1-.l
:

'i I
'Ir.iic; 1:1 fit rh.y [ioi/l Icten'.l lo uso :<

Cop Out Winners

our Cop Out competllton who
win a copy ol the Mlkrogen
game plus a calculalor ore:

ilno*
Elsegc

Drury. Diss: U. Owen. High
Wycombe; S. Lyndsell.
Ramsgale: J. Bell. Waketleld: M.
Roddy. Leeds; S. Davie,
Glastonbury; S. Clark, Retlord; K.

Logan. Paisley:

Sunderland; C. White.
E16; A. Brown.

"

'T&Z

in

IX Computing Monthly June 1987



SHORTCUTS
This month's selection of readers' mini- routines.

Was sent In by Ray Reeves and
an amendment of an earlier
program by A, Vellacott.

This program is useful when
programming In machine code
should you Inadvertently set up
an Infinite loop. The keyboard Is

scanned by using the Interrupl

and It BREAK Is pressed then
"

returns to BASIC So far this Is

some as the program we used
previously, but what Ray has
done Is add some code so that
the address at which the
program was broken Is pilnted
In the top right hand corner. This
Is much more useful as you now

the

Horizontal/vertical flip

Two screen routines from Paul
Extance ol Lincoln which may
liven up your own program.

They both do exactly as they
soy. the screen Is "flipped" either
horizontally or vertically
depending on which routine you
use The built-in demo Is on
effective way of seeing the
routines In action.

Break ignore

Is trom regular R. Glavos. Type It

in and Initialise it by RANDOMIZE
USR 50000. You can always save
the code by SAVE "code" CODE
50000.42 and re-load It at the
start of your own program.

Once the code has been
initialised then pressing the
BREAK key has no effect, normal
and "official" program slops are
allowed. This could be useful as
protection for your games or as
a trap against accidental
pressing of the break key.

Inverter/wrap around

Another pair of effects for your
screen, this time supplied by
John Fryc of Mansfield.

Both are short and
relocatable machine code
routines which are very effective

if used In loops such as FOR 1=1
TO 32: RANDOMIZE USR
routine address: NEXT I

The Inverter changes the
screen attributes without
affecting the graphics or text

present on the screen and the
wrap around routine scrolls the

character space, the left hand
column being wrapped around
and reappearing in the right

ZX Computing Monthly June 1987



Pattern generator '_

I really couldn't resisl .....

colourful and hypnotic program
(ram Mr. D. McMillan of Glasgow.

The only woy to use a
program like this Is to enter It

and experiment; It's fascinating!
Try entering the following:

OVER V, BRIGHT V. PLASH N,
M-IMMLN M. INK 7, STEP 2. SIDES 1,

OKAY Y

I THEN LET X-IJ5R !

"PUSH (V OB HI? "

"SHIMMER <y OB N)7

Threads

Can be used as an Interesting
pattern program In its own right

or, as David King the author
intended, as a designer
program tor the popular thread
plclures or designs lhat you

thread.
Again it Is a program which

Invites experimentation and
some Intricate and beautltul
designs can be developed,

Interface 1/ M-1009
copy

Lelf Kornstaedt sent us this

routine to produce screen
copies on the Brother M-1009
(GLP 2) via the Sinclair
Interface 1 RS232 port.

Don't forget to open (he "b"
channel before calling It. and It

may well work on olher prlnters.

It isn't very long so It might be
worth typing it in to give II a try.

I HUM Intr-r,,,.,. l/Hli,B ,:

: 67344+1. a; LET*'f =r*«:' HEX!

:RAND0M1ZE USH

200 DATA 215. 224. 61. 32. 235,

4

210 DATA 58,211.224.118.35.3

'280 DATA 215, 62, 51. 2IS. 62.1.

3.224
280 DATA 80. 254.3. 184. 16.224

'aiO DATA 60,254,8.194,12.224

Paper change

R Kecskemety provides us with a
means of changing the screen
paper colour without disturbing
the Ink, tent or graphics.

The code Is located In the
printer butter but In tact you con
put it onywhere that suits you as
if Is tully relocatable Simply use
it by entering the command
directly or as part of a line —
PRINT USR 23296.x;

The address 23296 may be
changed If you have relocated

poper colour to 7 that you
desire. The final semi-colon Is

needed to keep the present
print position.

' THEM LET E-16

,"B3"."77", "E3-,

I PLOT x.y; BEEP .

i LINE CJ: IF c

3

io
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CARTOON'SMOSTELUSIVE CHARACTER
HAS FINALLYBEEN TRAPPED.....

A

—

I

f* i

A
ATARI

X mm. W X^k.



THEARCADESMASHHITTHATRECREATES
THE SPEED AND EXCITEMENT OF THESE
CLASSIC ENCOUNTERS

Young or old, whatever your age
everyone enjoys the antics of the

cunning Road Runneras he baffles

unci bemuses poor Wile B Coyote.

Or does he?...

This is your chance to really find

out asyou take on the role ofRoad
Runner in this comic, all action

extravaganza tiiat recreates these

nail biting chases and the fast

moving excitement to perfection-

Speed through canyons and along
the highways following the trail of

birdseed left for you to feed on (is

this the first trick???) Dodge your
way round the onrushing trucks

keeping an eye outfor the perilous
mines and leather ruffling, leg

busting oil slicks. What dastardly

plans has the sfeazy Wile E Coyote
got in store lor you as he lurks in

hiding, cowardly awaiting his

moment to enjoy a succulent roast
of "Road Runnerand French Fries".

We're sure you'll overcome all the

dirty tricks he can throw atyou with

ease, agility and grace and a
haughty Beep Beep". Overcome
them that is If'you've gotnervesol
steel, the reflexes of a wildcat and
the speed of the fastest bird

on two legs, otherwise its sorry,

goodnight and "Burp Burp"!!!

CBM64/128 £ 9.99 Tap*

£14.99 tx*

Spectrum 48K £8.99 rape

Amstrad £ 9.99 Tape

£14.99 a*

£24.99'dmAtariST



There are 25 copies of

Hewson's latest game
to be won

L L A B Y C M T V Y

X 1 M V K V N T

T K E L X s V M L

s A T E L L 1 T E N

M E V S u N T

S K T T N V K Y G

L X R G A S N R S E

A s T E R I D R D

G B L A C K H L E

1 L D M B V S t N

GUNRUNNER COMPETITION

Address

Cut out this coupon and send to Gunrunner Competition, ZX
Computing Monthly, No 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB.

Gunrunner Is a sophisticated
shoot'em up set on a planet In

the grip of an alien Invasion.
Your task Is guide Gunrunner
over a system ot plutonlum pipes
to collect the plutonlum which
will enable the denizens ot the
planet to see off the Invaders.

In your path are wave upon
wave of potentially lethal
hardware which obliterates
Gunrunner on impact. There are
ten levels ol action in a game
that will test your reflexes to the

We are ottering 25 prizes ol
copies of the game and
Gunrunner posters to the winners
ol this months competition.

How to enter

I, vertical or diagonal.
Is all h.

.
. When

you've done that just (III In the
rest ot the coupon.
Send your entries to

Gunrunners Competition, ZX
Computing Monthly, No 1

Golden Square. London W1H 3AB.
The Competition is open to ail

ZX readers except employees ol
Argus Specialist Publication,
Chose Webb and Hewson.

The editors decision Is llnal
and no correspondence can be
entered Info.

The closing date is 10th July
1987.

Ihly June 1987
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Don Menary sent us Iwo
oullnes In which the displays
dillered, we used the one which

the task. He kepi track of
;h cards had been pre-

viously used bv setting the array
*- - « once selected.

Don Menary MARCH 87

t=VSR "o" TO USR (

Some of the many
solutions to the second

problem we posed.

They poured In Irom all over
the place, long, short, complex
and simple I locked myself
away (or a couple ot days and
went through them all.

The solutions I am featuring

being the best, but those which
demonstrate as wide a range ol
methods as possible.

Chris Oliver used a method
where the card dato is stored in

a llrsl line REM and then PEEKed
ol [memories of my ZX81 days). II

may be better to amend line 10
so that the variable 'table' Is set

up by PEEK 23635+256'PEEK
23636+5 to allow (or such
peripherals as the Interlace 1

and mlcrodrives which will alter
that address.

There Is also a chance lhal
picking cords using a simple
RND function will cause some
repel i liven ess, using a continual
GOSUB while walling lor a key-
press ensures a more efficient
randomness. Chris kept the
display to a minin
enough to show t!

-1 KJKE [tab] pin 1.48: RETURN

F ot= "A23«678STjaK-

ZX Computing Monthly • June 1987



7?ool+J?c**AT 7!ool*6;cS?AT
T
13y

SiHHsKii
310 FOR y=l TO S

+y>=l THEH PLOT -fool^eU 17

IsL— ™.

David Reed was the only
reader to dispense with the
need lor UDGs and use the PLOT
ond DRAW (unctions. The
problem is the slowness of the
drawing, perhaps using UDGs In

conjunction with the graphics
method, possibly for the suit

shapes, might overcome this

delay. It's an interesting attempt
though.

PRrHT INK 0;AT

D LET P=l: LET Q=U/2: HO SUB

S. M. Goodman's Is typical of

the short, efficient routines we
received which simply defined
UDGs as suit shapes and
concentrated on the shuffling. In

fact the shuttle seemed to

present no problems to anyone
who wrote In, the biggest
difference seemed to be In the
display methods.

Also along the same lines

were routines from V, F, Hey and
old friend John E. Amphlett.

a: t.\ ;) v :
r, r< si a<.i-j..y-Q' K' Air.!

Ill c

S REM -"PROLOGUE"

W. E. Thomson abandoned
the conventional card display
and created an effective

alternative of his own, where
each card number or letter Is

created in large form mode out
of the suit UDG's and mirrored.

This removes the need tor

creating the complex court
cards and so Keeps the program
size down.

x

5
UJ
->

o
a
a.
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m
5BB REM •••MORE?*"

710 PRINT AT r.eO;'

'740 NEXT x: MEXT r: RETURN
999 REM •PRODUCE UDGs"«
1O0O LET 3J= A234S67BSTjaK-
1010 RESTORE HOOr FOR t=l TO 13

1070 LET r=IHT (p/Z>: LET l=2»(q

l)+j,b: POKE USH CHRl (160*i]+7-

300 NEXT n

230 FOB n=l TO b

280 LET f=31-(n-l>*2
ZBO PRINT PAPER 7- INK (2 AMD

310 PRINT PAPER 7;AT m, f:" "

320 MEXT a

370 PRINT AT 4,6: "DEALING CARDS
:"iAT 6,8;"PLEASE WAIT A MOMENT"
3B0 INK 4
300 EOR n=0 TO 30 STEP 2
400 PRINT AT 10,n;"9';AT El.n:"

410 FOR m*U TO 20

430 NEXT n

480 NEXT n'

530 PRINT AT n.m: OVER 1; PAPER

Phlllp Bylord is a man ader
my own heotf. when things gel
lough — cheat! The actual
setting up ot the pack was a
little unusual in that he used the
CHRS (unction to set up a string
with chars representing the
cards then decoded using two
clever calculations. The graphic
representation is where the
cheating comes In, Although the
cards are realistically layered
the lop card should be tully

drawn. Still, this would have
made Ihe program unprlntably
long.

10 HEM Philip Byford

30 BORDER 0: PARES 4: 1HK 7: B

50 LET ot--"

620 RESTORE 680

S70 RETURN

720 DATA 120,132,4,4,56.64,132,

160 FOR F.TV52 TO 2 STEP -1
170 LET s^INT (BND*n)+l

180 LET nS=n*[ TO «-!)+ nSln.l

Finally, P. Kecskemety used
an efficient system where cards
are selected from Ihe Initial AS
and put Into CS [lines 30 to 70),

the remainder ot the program
presents a neat and tidy display.

;AT B,Y;Z*(B)i" ;
;AT It

^(3): AT i'J.f." '";Z*li]

: READ A: POKE

I READ A: POKE

creditable attempt. Mr. McMlller
(?) who was the only person to
attempt to draw the court cards
and subsequently his program
became too large to usa A pity

program.
Regulars Ian Rogers and Rene

Ulttenbogaard along with K. N.

Baltye, Mr. B. Rumbelow, Dean
Hlckingbottom, E. F. Taylor ond P
Bocij also deserve a mention tor

impressive programs
Once again my thanks to

everyone who wrote and sent In

comments or listings. I'm sorry

thai I couldn't mention all of you,
but there are not enough pages
In the mag!
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Ray Elder solves your problems.

El has an Epson LX-BO
mid like la know If the

compatible with my Speccy.

is and word processing
128 and 4BK modes,
e reason I ask Is that 1

1

II so, men which In.

.

hardware and software will i s-o:1

operate Ihe Epson. Also could y

please give me Ihe prices tor Ihe He
discovery Disk drive being prompted by

lunalely Ihe moment I had saved
enough lo buy one Ihey went out ol

ra: Iam requesting a;

m
I would suggest tl

Dean Shepherd.

i whol may seem a simple
problem to you. My problem Is thai I

wont to create pictures or SCREENS and
use them either as front loading screens

or as game screens However, whenever

mi
lllf- <:'

I
p':nr Li ;. nvmlnl-jlr iro-p

HnsformLld.'"'""
_ntBR3 2EZI

plus £8.85 tor

Transform Ltd. 24WeslOok. Be.

nt BR3 2EZ [Tel: 01-658 6350] lor £29.95

I iniroduce Ihe Discovery.

Actually Ihere Is one answer lo all

your problems, bui il will cost around
E200. One of Ihe major problems has
been gelling an Interface thol will

operale a prinler in bolh 128 and 48K
modes Ihe enisling ones lend to work

The solution is Ihe Disciple combln-
allnn piinreri joystick AND <li:.l: drive

Interface; You can get It lor £89.95 from
Rocktorl Products. 81 Church Road,
London NW4 4DP and use the joystick.'

131

ek
Is II Ihe Interlace or the joystick and

can It be repaired? I hove a Quickshol
joystick and a Sinclair Interface 2.

Robert Davis

Hard to say, Ihe best wav Is lomi

h:
maybe an Epson L

main program with a single lettei

..-.:

m:
Could you lelt me Hit Is possible tosyn-

chronlse Ihe Spectrum with my
keyboard, which Is a Yamaha MK100
(not MIDI compatible!?
William W. Dewar.

colour of thai line Now your

title will be hidden when il Is

And finally a lew quickies:

Chris Homsy has problems

loimoisand CATS o particular i

perleclly. but diive one won't,

changing Ihe positions ol It

and see IMhe same drive in po

El
Badni

know ol an Interlace Ihal would ollow

connection ol ihe 1541 drive to a 48K
Soocirum Edwin Groof" (I couldn'i

I program which will uuioui ic

"Inter plotter graphs which are

ZX Compuling Monthly



EXPERT SYSTEMS
Part 5: Question time.

BY DAVID NOWOTNIK

V hat would be your
you wenl to your doctor w
something which seemed
*tlu. and he asked II you

'

Ingrown toenoll? Ev~~
"
you

obviously rathei Irrelevant, and
(to answer my question) you'd
wonder whether your doctor
really knew anything about
medicine,

Asking an obviously irrelevant

Is Just one way an expert con
lose credibility. And the person
consulting the expert must have
contidence In the expert It he is

to believe the advice the expert
has to offer.

So lar In fhls series.

Indicated thai o computer
expert system should adopt
parallel approach to declsi

'-g to obtain fl

e response. In other words
in you haven't been following

the series), all questions
necessary to form a decision

' e asked prior to making
any Judgements. With a very
small (and, so not very practical)

knowledge base, most questions
asked should be reasonably
relevant. After all, It Is difficult to

go off (rack with only a handful
of outcomes fo choose from.

Bui, any expert system worthy
ol continued use should contain
a relatively large amount of

'knowledge'. Under these
circumstances, a tally parallel
approach would need to ask a
vast amount ol questions, mqny
totally irrelevant to the problem

expert system

intelligence
(albeit artificial) in selecting
queslions which are relevant lo

the problem, other approaches
are necessary. And given that a
serial approach can be un-
reliable (one error In response
by fhe user, and the expert will

• whal can be done?
j supply a few

probability theory and a
different decision making
strategy.

So, to creofe c
ol any magnltud 1

some broad questions to Identity
in roughly which area the
problem exists, or where fhe
solution can be found. This
established, the questions can
then be quite specific to pin-
point Ihe problem, and supply a
solution, fhls breaks the problem
of asking questions down to two

In an earlier part of the series,

I gave an example ct an expert
syslem which advised on
computet selection. One funda-
mental question was whether the
user wanted a computer for

casual' home use, or whether he

certainty, then an
could Initially use
approach — a questior



IM
Whot you have In this case is

mixture of parallel and serial

decision making. In effect, you
hove Iwo quite separate expert
systems using a parallel
opproach. Which expert system
is used depends upon the
response to one question, and a
serial decision making process
to select the appropriate
parallel expert system. In this

questions about Interests In, say
machine code, and the home
user about spreadsheets.

Nodes

node [each decision making I

called a node) Is the serial

process lo dlcrlmlnat
home and business user: th

after, there are two nodes. I

parallel, and both quite
independent (I.e. the c '

one has no Influence on the
outcome of the olher). Fig. 1

shows this simple system In

diagram form. Mode 1 leads to

node 2 if the user ot the expert
system says he is a business user,

computer user. Nodes 2 and 3
can then be quite independent
pqrallel decision making expert
systems specialising in business
and home systems respectively.

The outcome from either node 2
or 3 Is a response [answer) from
the expert system.

By dividing up the expert

system in this way, we have
prevented the system asking a
lot ot Irrelevant questions, but
still has a flaw. The very first

question a

classified a. uu
home computer enthusiast. And
maybe he has Interests in both

So, a better solution might be
to have node 1 as a smalt
parallel sub-system, asking some
probing questions which allow

Node 1 could then have three
outcomes, business, home, and
mixed use; each outcome
leading lo a separate node.

As you can well appreciate,
any expert system using a node

ZX Computing Monthly June 1937
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:RT SYSTEMS

approach for one particular
application can adopt more
than one strategy lor solving the
problem; It depends how the
knowledge engineer wants to

tackle the problem. Added to

this, the framework lor node-
based systems must be flexible

to (Ink nodes In any desired way.
The program in Fig. 2 has this

capability; you'll see this once
you understand how It works.

Table 1 gives the main
variables In thlr

'

expert system. I

how the DATA statements are
arranged. By using this program
as a frame, you can create your
own expert system, by adding
the knowledge base, and node
logic; but you have to be
careful to get the DATA state-

ments just right. To allow you to

test this expert system shell', and
to demonstrate how It works, a
small knowledge base is shown
In Fig. 3. So, first type in the
listing In Fig. 2. It will work with

either Spectrum or QL, but omit
the VAL (unctions (lines 3340 and
3500). and change the string

joining '+' to '5' (line 4050) on
the QL. Also, on the QL, the
screen display will be neater
without extra 'yes' and 'no' user
responses printed on the screen
(lines 2210. 2250, 3230, and 3240].

Once SAVEd, this will be your
'shell'. With this you can add all

sorts of knowledge bases: like

this one In Fig. 3.

Knowledge base

The knowledge base In Fig. 3
Creoles o tour node expert
system, lo determine mode ot

transport. A repeat of the
example in part 2, you might
think. Well, yes II Is, but you
should be able lo see how this

expert system reduces the
number ol questions (compared
wllh the parallel system) but asks

more relevant questions. The
knowledge base Is by no means
comprehensive; as a learning
example, I didn't think you'd
want to type in pages of DATA
lines. But type the knowledge
base ot Fig. 3 Into your
computer (QL or Spectrum), sove
It. Ihen merge II with the shell

trom Fig. 2 When you RUN It,

with the following analysis, you
should see how It works.

With the question and
response strings In qSO and oSQ
arrays, an exlra array aS(] is set

up (line 130). This array holds an
Indicator lo each question. It the
question has not been asked,
then the indicator reads 'n| once
a question is asked then the
indicator reads 'y', and the
response ot 'yes' or 'no' stored
alongside It. in node expert
systems, it is quite possible for

required more than once. To
void asking Ihe same question
twice, every time a question Is

selected, the Indicator is

checked [lines 2120 ond 3190/
3200): it It shows that the
question has already been
asked, then the previous
response Is read from the dSO
array, rather than ask the user

again. Every user response is

recorded In array aSO for

possible future reference
The basic framework of the

two main subroutines, starting at

line 2000 (or a serial node, and
3000 lor parallel node, will be
familiar to those ol you who
have followed this series, so I

won't explain It In detail.

Compared with Ihe examples In

part 2. much more Information is

stored in arrays The array tQ

stores the question numbers

relevant to that node; array fS[)

tine stores the
vhere to go next

[another question, another node,
or to an outcome) for each
yes/no response, the question)
node/outcome number being
stored In l[). In Ihe parallel
routine, ISO slores the outcomes,
these being another node or
outcome (response), and the
number of that node or
outcome Array r$0 In the
parallel subroutine stores the
rules for that node.

To try lo understand the way It

fits together, work through the
node DATA lines In Fig. 3, dnd
the order ot data given In

table 1. Do this while the
transport example Is running
and this should clarify the logic
of the program.

The program will always start

on node 1 (line 150); thereafter,

the next node (or eventual
response] Is determined as the
outcome of Ihe previous node.
Once a new node is selected
(returned as variable 'p' trom
either serial or parallel sub-
routine), the RESTORE command
in line 1010 set up the data
pointer to pick up the data for

the new node, The lirsl DATA Item
is always the node type, which
in lines 1030 ond 1040 sends the
program ott to the appropriate
(serial or parallel) subroutine lor

that node.

Now for another way of trying lo

reslrlct questions to those
relevant to the problem. Togged
on to the end of part 4 last

month was a little piece of

probability theory. I'll now give
you a simple example of how
this might be used to achieve a

If you analyse the way you
solve many problems, you may
tlnd yourselt following this

gottern. First ot all you gef some
sic answers to give you a feet

for the problem; In the transporl
example, determining whether
the Item of interest travelled on
land. sea. or In the air [node 1]

served that purpose.
Now, say Ihe conclusion to

this part of the exercise was air

travel. Now as an expert, you
know thai the most frequently
used form of air transporl [of

those known to you) Is the
aeroplane So. you could
assume that the answer will be
an aeroplane, and ask questions
which will confirm this. At each
response lo your questions, if the
answer Is as you suspected, then
the probability of Ihe outcome
being an aeroplane Is In-

creased, and probability of It

decreased. Eventually, the
evidence lor aeroplane Is so
strong that It Is pointless asking
any more, and you (the expert)
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likely candidate. Thai will be
chosen on Ihe basis of the
original ranking o( aircraft, and
the user responses. Thereafter,

your new line ot questioning will

be aimed at proving lhat your
i target

required.
To build tt

expert systen
and knowle<
to provide tr-

lies as new I

ithea

it probabill-

3, gild
Balloon i

house. You may want to change
these to reflect you: regional
bios. Array sO holds the factors

by which each probability Is

altered should a 'yes' or 'no'

answer be given for any
question. With Ihe deliberately
small system chosen, this

knowledge base is also quite
small, but you can Imagine how
the complexity ot this could
increase with size of system.
Array wO Is a simple indicator to

show whether a question has or
has not been asked previously.

The Important elements of Ihe
system are the initial probabili-
ties, and the faclors by which
they are varied. In the example
In Fig. 4, these factors are
largely Intuitive. For real expert
systems, a lot of experience Is

necessary to get them right. As
the new probability Is the
product of the old probability
and the factor, these factors con
have quite dramatic effects on
the oulcome, so use careful
judgement in choosing these
values If you decide to use Ihe
listing in Fig. 4 as a shell for your

;rt systej

xample In Fig. 4
is a simple way ot doing this.

As before, the listing In Fig. 4
will work on both Spectrum and
QL On theOL, the '+' In line

1050 should be & and line 560
can be omitted to give a more
tidy screen display. When you
run this program, arrays qSO, oS(|

are set up to hold the question
and oulcome strings. The Initial

probabilities ol the lour
outcomes go Into array p (). The
data lor this array Is held In line
5110, and rellects the relative

probability of seeing an aero-

NOD,,

j^ \~

oJo™ 1
The listing In Fig. 4 Is

reasonably well littered with
REMark lines to explain what is

going on; It follows the outline
strategy given above. To decide
on whether to go any further, the
program compares the proba-
bility of the favoured Item with
the ofhers. If the ratio Is greater
than 5 (line 750], then It can be
assumed lhat the right answer

printed on the screen.
There Is a certain danger In

this approach. Ask a selection ol
biased questions (as this system
does), and if fhaf bias can
favour one Item enough to give
a false answer. If could ignore a
question which would rule out
Ihe favoured Item, or create

So, again.

'thought' (at least, by the
computer) as lo the outcome
being approached. Both the

ask questions In a pre-dellned
way. With the serial approach,
each response Is onalysed as II

is given; using Ihe parallel
system all responses are
analysed at once Either way. thi

expert system doesn'f r

ther
The listing In Fig. 4 is Ihe flrsl

example in Ihe series ot a 'goal-

driven' expert system. Here, the
system finds [or is told) the most
likely outcome, and selects the

proven li Is satisfaction, t

it II Ihe

given lo factors.

Goal

You may not have noticed but,

In addition to Ihe use ot proba-
bilities, this system differs In a
major way from ones which I

have presented previously. The
earlier systems have been data-
driven'. In other words, questions
were asked without loo much

Iheory is disproved, tl

the nexl most likely o
and biases its questions towards
this new theory

The very simple approach
adopted by the example in

Fig. 4 can be prone to error. So,

In Ihe final pari ol this series next
month. I shall be taking a further

look at goal-driven approaches,
aiming to remove the possible
misleading bits of the system
presented this month.
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ill congratulate

ullng Monthly.

i Foge 81
e record I also converted the

re bul one complaint, because
nature ol many ot the

nmlng series and untitles the
me alien lengthy which leads to

len entering them and there

P. R. King,

Wells.

ks to cr"
'

ZX readers who wrole
inalinq lyings lor our lopese

lunaM'lyltie march ollirr

. up with ttieZX81 and a

a the Spectrum 128 RGB sock
giving a very complete package.
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Specwoid and the Technical Graphics
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128k machines and hove nol
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BUILD A BETA BASIC
John Wase reviews the

upgraded Beta Basic

version 4.0

headache to wrl

this program, because, like

Tasword. It has a long and noble
line ot predecessors:
nevertheless, some readers
clearlv don't use It, or haven't
even come across it. So III start

with a short account ot Beto
Basic 3.0 tor the 48K Spectrum
(or the 128 or +2 In 48K mode]
and then discuss some ot the
extra 128K program teatures.

Effectively, what Beta Basic
does Is to enhance Spectrum
BASIC by adding many new
commands and (unctions. There
are so many I cannot give very
much detail but merely select
from some seventy extra
commands, most multiple, and
twenty-six extra (unctions which
appear as still further keywords.
The essential Sinclair format
remains the same, although
much has been added. For

Ins lanee when the computer

command, type
nought, and up comes me
keyword EDIT on the Input line

(no keyword or line number starts

with zero). Add Ihe line number.
ENTER, and them II Is. walling on
the bottom lines to be edited.
Saves all this listing to a line,

breaking, and so on. In addition,
the cursor Is Improved, the
editing cursor moves up and
down as it ought fa CSIZE
changes the size o( the lettering

on-screen, you con arrange
ellher 1o type in keywords,
Individual letters, or even a
mixture ol modes, and JOIN and
SPLIT program lines ... But 1

digress. The most Important bits

lor any BASIC programmer are
things like the enhanced loops
(DO. ,, LOOP DO WHILE
condition; DO UNTIL condition;
EXIT IF). Structured programming

and useful facility Is the very lull

implementation of procedures,
[allowing really well structured
programs) and including the
keywords PROG DEF PROG END
PROG with LOCAL, REF
parameter, DEFAULT variable
value and ITEM function. Global
and LOCAL variables can be
used, and parameters can be
passed by reference; even
arrays so thai you need hold
only one copy In memory.

There is also an assortment of

graphics commands (CSIZE; GET
a screen area. POKE It Into
memory, ALTER various attributes;

DRAW TO; FILL. ROLL and SCROLL
any parts of the screen, and
WINDOW), Beta Basic's improved
SAVE, LOAD, MERGE and VERIFY
all permit use ot parts ol

programs (SAVE a library of

procedures) and allow simplified

synlax for mlcrodrlves or discs
(LOAD 1; "program", or use
DEFAULT).

You can SAVE. MOVE, Oi COPY
port of an array to another
array, or ALTER Its size without
data loss DELETE deletes pari ot

an array and SORT gives very
las! alphabetic or numeric
sorting. INARRAY and INSTRING
functions search arrays and
strings whilst LENGTH gives an
array's dimensions and location
to check If It will fit In memory.

Finally a comprehensive set of

toolkit commands Includes
block move, copy or delete, a
comprehensive RENUMber
command and ALTER, a search
ond change command. Those of

you who don't know Beta Basic
and who actually write BASIC
programs (useful II you want to

understand what the program's
about when you look at It next
month] will be wondering
"What's Ihe catch?" The answer
Is all this lot takes quite a chunk
ol memory In the 48K Spectrum,
although it still leaves aboul 22K
of memory for your BASIC
program. (How many BASIC
programs are longer than this?).

like IF. .

Willi

LIST FORMAT which provides
automatically indented listings

to emphasise structure. But
undoubtedly the most elegant

The c
wont to handle large a
dala. particularly large arrays
Which Is where I came In; with

Beta Basic 4.0.

Beta 4.0

The last but one Beta Basic
Newsletter [contact Be fa soft for

details of this service) was rather
jaundiced aboul Ihe 128 or +2's

very restricted memory paging,
but has now relented, mainly
because the data handling
reslrictions I lust mentioned, and
the ability to handle large

rroys are among the features ol

le new program which I tested.

The presentation, a pleasant
jrprise. Is still 48K-type with an
iput line at the bottom. The full-

;reen editor of the 12BK mode

een for

each command and Invariably

loses Ihe first tew letters ol Ihe

Is no Input buffer. Beta Basic 4.0.

like previous versions, allows
keywords lo be typed In, In full.

:,g wiili its improved edifing
facilities, lis display Is probably
better.

Arrays

Let's start with the serious stuff;

arrays. Although the display
looks 48K, the new keywords are
distinctly 128Kish. So DIM! (red!,

{1000, 60) creates a 60K RAM
disc lile. You can then sort 11

using SORT I, (eg. SORT I IredSO).
LET fenables you to assign a
number or a string to a specific
element In Ihe array (e.g. LET !

Ired$ (20) = "hello") and PRINT
INARRAY ["IredS ". 'test') found
test' m fredS in aboul 0.66

sec/1000 strings If all length (60)

was searched, and about 0.26

sec/1000 strings if position in Ihe
strings was given. LIST I AND LLIST

I list arrays to screen or printer

(eg. LIST I "IredS"), LIST I being
the mosl Important lealure of
these new array-handling
(acuities as It provides the ability

to LIST I to any peripheral with

direct access lo streams/
channels

In effect, this means you can

essentially random access,
manipulate Ihem incredibly
rapidly whilst still In RAM and
dump Ihem oul again to

storage. Even mlcrodrlve owners
can have random access
facilities now, and at a speed
many a PC owner would envy.

The final extra RAM disc
command Is INPUT I to LOAD a
file back from a device to RAM
disc (eg. OPEN*5;"m";1;"ille-
name": INPUT #5;C1redS'l which
LOADs fredS back to the RAM
disc array. The complete
collection of RAM disc
commands is SAVE !, LOAD I,

MERGE ! and ERASE I (same as In

Spectrum 128 BASIC); CAT I (now
gives free disc space; normal,
78K); INPUT I and LIST I to move
stuff to and from bulk storage
DIM I to set up a RAM disc array.

INARRAY to sort RAM or RAM disc
array and SORT ! to sort a RAM
disc file.
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In oddltion, there are some run
bits. A last CIRCLE (about twelve
times faster than Sinclair's] and
DRAW [about 2.5 times faster: It

will also draw on the bottom two
lines ol Ihe screen which the
new PLOT can also use): a new
FORMAT to allow a ZX printer to
work correctly In 128K mode: FILL

USING gives tost patterned, even
stippled tills. I filled a quick

pattern. Whilst Beta Basic ot

course supports the new PLAY
command which Is great for

music but which stops the
computer every time It sounds. It

also has o totally new, super-tun
command; an Interrupt-drlven

BEEP ! which can have up to six

specifiers.

There Isn't room here to

describe them in detail, but oil

the (acuities ot the sound chip
are at your disposal. The big
advantage over PLAY Is that BEEP
I Is Interrupt-drlven: Beta Soft

Beta Basic illustrating several
features ralher nicely: a rapid
circle, rapid tilled and bounced
up and down between two lines

at ever-increasing velocity,

raising Ihe pilch of the "bolng"
at each bounce With PLAY, the
poor old computer and ball

would have slopped at each

,-^g g g g ^
/gggggg\
99999999
§9999999
'iggggqqy
'" g g g g r-

IS PRINT CSIZE 16; -'g
PC GET a S .

, 175 . £ . P.

30 CIRCLE IPC . I OS . e.i.1

d- FILL USING aj; IS E-

All lr

clng.

I, this

program. It provides an
unbelievable number ot

facilities, and comes as a
package containing the 48K
Beta Basic 3.0 and the 128K Beta
Basic 4.0 recorded together.

The complexity of these
programs Is Indicated by the
size ot the instruction manuals;
88 closely printed A5 pages for

the basic 48K version 3.0. and o
supplementary manual contain-

ing a further 30 or so pages for

issue 4.0. all tightly packed with
Information and carefully laid
out with llluslralive programs.

The whole comes packed in

a stylish wallet from Beta Sort, 92
Oxford Road, Moseley,
Birmingham, B13 9SG. Write lo

them tor details of disc versions
and upgrades for exlsflng

Beta Basic 3.0 was superb,
one of the classic programs for

the 48K Spectrum. Beta Basic 128
Is even better; It's solid gold. Get

ARE YOU A BUDDING
PROGRAMMER? „,,

^_X is always looking for top
quality games and utilities for

publication. If you have a top
notch game or a useful utility for

the Spectrum or QL why not
send it to us for appraisal on
cassette or microdrlve complete
with a listing if possible.

There Is also our new feature
Short Cuts to showcase your
practical, novel or Imaginative
short routines with cash prizes for

published listings For longer
programs we pay competitive
rates, and If you have an Idea
for an article or series for ZX —
drop us a line or phone Bryan or
Cliff on 01-437 0626 to talk it over.
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DISCIPLE
DATA

Machine Code
Programming with

Disciple — by John

Wase.

^»isclple's Command Codes
which I menlloned recently ate
used to gain access to the disc
controller subroutines, enabling
serious programmers to drive thi

disc directly from machine
code. This rather ponderous star

In fad begs a couple ol

questions which I'm frequently

1) Are the Command Codes
different trom the hook codes
I've heard about?

The answer to the first question is

"Yes". They're different, they're
simpler to use and they're
exclusive to Disciple. This Is why
they're called Command Codes
— to distinguish them trom
Sinclair's hook codes, which, of

course, are designed to work on
Interface 1. Nevertheless
Sinclair's hook codes will almost
all work, loo (question 2), Here,
therefore, Is a table of

Command Codes {figure 1).

These apply doth to version 2
and to the new version 3. Do
note that all Command Codes
corrupt register HL and that If an

using a Command Code or a
SincFair hook code, then a return

Is made with the carry flag set

and the register "A" holding the
error number lor interpretation
by the calling routine.

Utilities

l( you have a Disciple and use
Beta Basic, contact Beta soil, who
will be able to supply the POKEs
to enable your version to run. I

-hen the ROM
Is the

from the manufacturers files. The
enqulrlers will ol course remain
anonymous, though It you write

to this column publishing your
name is fair game unless you
specifically torbld It — you have
been warned! More to the point
is the fact that these queries
represent general problems that

information could, perhaps, save
you a lot ol dlttlculty. The
principal preoccupation of users
Is. as always, with connecting up
Spectrum, printer and word

In the column lost month I

mentioned Tasword, Tasword 2 Is

still a favourite processor and
can be transferred to Disciple
(airly readily. Tasword 3 gives
difficulties because of the way it

Interacts with Interface 1 ROM.
There is no firm news trom
Tasman yet ot a conversion.
Tasword 128ITasword +2 will, I

suspect, be usable with Disciple
Version 3 using the 128K
snapshot facility — we are
investigating. .

.

So. bock to Tasword 2. The
most Important thing to

remember Is that to use the
printer control codes, you need
to put In the appropriate POKE
@ 6 commands When you POKE
@ 6,1 the output from the printer

port Is unaltered; all the
absolute values of the ASCII
codes ted to II are output again
unaltered. POKE @ 6,0 tells the

nflnt
possibility that Betasoft will

Issue a code patch or a special
version for Disciple users.

I understand thai Saga's The
Last Word is being converted lor

the Disciple. As soon as I can
get hold ol a review copy, I'll

give you mote Informal Ion.

printer driver to look for attribute

commands such as TAB and AT,

and to tokenlse keywords It Is

thus essential for Tasword 2 to

incorporate POKE @ 6,1

somewhere in the program
before you use the printer.

One enquirer had combined It

with a CHRS 27 Instruction, which
is, of course, wrong. However, he
also submitted a short piece ol

program which gives Tasword 2
the facility to provide multiple
copies and also left hand
margin control. Here it Is (figure

2). Finally, an enquirer mentions
that Tasword 2 asks lor Input o!

interlace control codes This Is

unnecessary if you use the POKE
.:. statement [Line numbers 279
and 281, Figure 2).

Interfaces
Talking ol Interfaces, another
enquiry came from some'
who wanted to use the Di

ZX
LPRINT III printer Interface
Regrettobly this Is not p--"
lor on power-up both the
Disciple and the Interface are
trylnl lo access the same ports

on the computer. This locks the
whole thing up and prevents
even the system disc loading.
That reminds me ol one or two

bugs that haws cropped up In

Disciple version 2. VERIFY O"
"

e thee

;. Ther
d the file

allyU
: [here's a bug in the

VERIFY command and some ot

the error statements appear out
ol order. Both these problems
have been fixed in issue 3.

Meanwhile. )ust take care to

separate discs!
Another problerr

erasing a iile bye
string. ERASE D* NS does not
work, nor, for that matter. LOAD
D1 NS. The manual omits a
separator |-J before NS — Insert

one and all will be well. COPY
D1 "filename" works for small
liles. but If a second "Change
Disc" message appears, the
utility tries to write on the source
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w
LPRINT and LL1ST. Details <

version 3 upgrading shoi
now have appeared in It

Club Newsletter: II you he

Bob Brenchley (details la

month).
Some readers have wrl

to say that their Disciple:

work. The symptom is tha

Is {e.g. CAT 1] are
accepted from the Input line —
the syntax check throw up a
question mark. Before blaming
Rocklort. see it your Spectrum
will work In a friend's Interface 1

or Discovery. If not, suspect the
M1 line of the Z80 CPU. A whole
lot of chips with suspect M1 lines

have been Installed In

Spectrums and all Is fine until

the M1 line is needed for

paging In a further ROM. In

addition, one or two reports
have been received of Issue 2
Spectrums In which fhe lead
was missing from fag 27 on the
Z80 CPU (the M1 line] to 24B on
fhe edge connector. Resolder
(nof a job tor the inexperienced
amateur) and the problem goes
away. Finally, before dashing to
your friend, do moke sufe the
edge connector is clean — a

f lB . 1 Con

HXFER
>,;.
HOFLE
SBYI
HSVBK
CFSM
PNTP
COPS
HGFLE
LBYT
HLDBK
WSAD
RSAD
REST
HERAZ 41h

HXFER - 33h
Transfer the file description and
header to the Disk File Channel
Area (DFCA). Register IX must
point to the first byte (DSTR1) ol

the user's 2d byte file Information
area (UFIA). Expect this

command code fo use the
registers hi, DE, BC and A.

OFSM - 34h
Open file sector map with the
information contained in the
DFCA. Eleven bytes from NSTR1
are used to set up fhe tile namt

the beginning ot the file. This

header to the tile allows the
normal Lood D1 " " synfax to

call the file.

SBVT - 36h
Save the byte In register 'A" fo

DRAM at the location pointed to

by RPJ. If the disc butter Is lull, or
automatic sector save fo disc

will take place, and fhere will be
an update of RPT and the value
entered at the beginning ot the
DRAM.

HSVBK - 37h
Save a block of data to the disc
when register DE points to the
start of the data and register BC
holds fhe byte count.

UFIA. The return Is made \

llrst sector of the (lie load
DRAM and RPT pointing k

LBYT - 3Ch
Load the byte pointed to by RPT
from DRAM, and return wlfh It lr

reglster 'A" and RPT updated. I

the buffer Is empty, another
sector Is read from the disk, (Be

careful: is there another sector?)

HLDBK - 3Dh

CFSM - 38h

HOFLE - 35h
Open a file. IX must point to the
user's (lie information area (UFIA).

This code combines the
functions of HXFER and DFSM, HGFLE - 3Bh
also selling the 9 bytes ot Get a file lion

header Information from HDOO to must point to

PHTt» - 39h
Output the 8-blt code in register

"A" to the printer port, after

checking busy status of the
printer.

COPS - 3Ah
Copy the screen RAM to the
printer In high resolution screen
graphics as set up under the
graphics conlrol variables

WSAD - 3Eh
Write sector at DE. Writes the
contents of the DRAM at the
track pointed to by D and the
sector pointed to by E. and sels

the pointer to the start of DRAM.

RSAD - 3Fh
Read sector at DE. Reads the
sector at frack D, sector E Into
the DRAM, and sets the pointer
RPT to the sfarf ot DRAM.

REST - 40h
Restore disc drive to Track 00.

The drive number is taken from
DFCA.

HERAZ - 41 h
Erase fhe file on disc with the
information contained in UFIA —
so make sure that IX points tc

rijs?ass."-—;,raxTCSDK. T" •

OPEN Il|-Ii"

llllllfslii 2i

°
;I,;J€2^S"^;^:

"jS^^SH?^1

.'"""UroT ° in th" V•'^i^b, ', J° srf f "m " "•"•

Tasword
La si monlh

microdrive versions of Tasword.
Meanwhile, for those who are
desperate, here Is a temporary
stopgap; conversion Instructions

for Tasword 2 by Brian Ashley of

London. II you already have a
customised microdrive version,

connect interface 1, press
Disciples Inhibit button once to

enable the disable tunclion then
enter OUT 31,0. Load your own
customised Tosword 2 from
microdrive (LOAD • "m";1; "run"
- note that "run" is typed in lull).

Enter BASIC through the main
menu and modify the program
using the lines In figures and
save; this will print files through
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LIMA

Iguie 4

T.trirb'"2""

"

«n

a file, try turning the printer on
first, then booting up the system.
Brian's program has the 'O' and
the T different In different lines

as marked: my version has them
all lower case ']' and 'zero'. So
check your original before
modifying.

Finally. If your version Is onIguie 5

*IU 5mA*'

tape, load It. convert to
mlcrodrlve syntax as detailed In

the instruction book, make the
further modification in figures 3
and 5 and the program Is now
configured to run on Disciple.

using the Centronics port
provided.

StncUi??
VOU re USln9

'

9eiBCt

Tailpiece

he original Interlace 1 RS232
sort. Transferring existing files

ram microdrlve to disc Is done
by lurther modifying the
program according to figure 4-

delete line 26 and the OUT 31,16

in line 1000 when you've done.
Disciple's parallel port can be
used Instead of the interlace 1

RS232 by substituting the lines In

figure 5 and selecting "Sinclair"

when asked about Interfaces, If

If you own a Disciple, you are
invited to submit comments,
programs or information: please
sent it to the Editor. ZX
Computing, marking your
envelope "Disciple" That's all tor

this month, then. Be seeing you!

Its easy to
complain about
advertisements.

But which ones?

BETA BASIC 4.0
FOR SPECTRUMS WITH 128K MEMOHY

graphics command'-. Ir-.i-.-r : ii„ m l'.-.-.i 1U1U I'.in.Illi^ iisul

a.

Every week millions of advertisements
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema.

Most of them comply with the rules

contained in the British Code of Advertising
Practice.

But some of them break the rules and
warrant your complaints.

If you're not sure about which ones they
are. however, drop us a line and we'll send you
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code.

Then, if an advertisement bothers /
you, you'll be justified in bothering us. -£

The Advertising Standards Authority. W
If an advertisement is wrong,we're here to put it right.

ASA Lid.Dopt 2 Brook Hous.\Ti>rnn(tnn 1'lac,-, LondonWCtE 7HN
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Fast emerging as the

home musician's

supplier, Cheetah

venture Into a more

sophisticated

application.

MIDI interta
Cheetah
£49.95

K^erhaps the most exciting

development In the musical field

has been the advent ot

keyboards and synthesizers

which use chip based
technology. As this Is similar to

that used In computers the
possibility of connecting the two
has existed tor some lime now.

In home computing terms the
advent of the MIDI standard —
Musical Instrument Digital

Interface — has meant that tor

£100+ you could link your
Spectrum to a keyboard
equipped with MIDI sockets and
perform a variety of control

functions such as editing synth

sounds or. more generally useful,

set up musical sequences.
Up until now a sequencer

program would either be real

time (you play and record like

using a tape recorder), or step

at a time at fhe keyboard).
Such programs, because ot

their specialist application and
limited market, cost a lot. Usually
between £20 and £50 each and
were aimed at recording studios

and music enthusiasts. However
such MIDI keyboards have
dropped dramatically In price
and can be purchosed Irom
around £150+.

Cheetah have now identified

a more general market tor MIDI
users and produced fhelr own
Interface complete with
sequencing software tor £49.95,

by far the cheapest available

The Interlace
This Is the usual dead ended
plastic case which plugs Into

the user port ot the Spectrum. At

the rear are three 5-pln DIN MIDI
standard sockets providing IN,

OU! and THROUGH connections.
These are bolted on behind the
plastic case and I found that

same ot my DIN plugs did not
have enough reach to plug In.

The holes In the plastic casing
are not wide enough to allow
the plastic covering of the DIN
plug to pass, The result )s

connections which are not very
secure Provided the set up Is

stable then there Is no problem,
but If fhe computer moves then
a lead may fail out. This even
applies to the supplied DIN

The through socket also
doubles as a synchronisation
socket for sequencers sending
96. 48 or 2d pulses per quarter
nole via pins 1 and 3.

Considering the price the unit

is very good, although the
socket holes should be
enlarged,

Reading Ihe specifications for

the software aroused my
curlouslty. Presented In a minute,
eyestralnlng 18 page 'Instruction

manual' fhe program seemed to

offer a rather sophisticated
range of operations.

'The system will allow you to

record up to eight tracks of
music, each track having 16
verses stored In it, each verse
being Irom 1 to 64 bars In

length. Each track may be
assigned to any one of 16 music
channels and a song
constructed and played on any
or all ot the eight tracks

simultaneously.'
No) only that but the music

can be enlered In real time a*

step time and edited In step
time regardless of which method
of entering the music was used.

Each verse can contain a
single note sequence or a
polyphonic sequence, a very
powerful choice, and there are
ten degrees of quantisation or

auto time correction, ranging
Irom none to half nole accuracy.

Options
On loading the program after

connecting up the interface, the
screen offers a mlcrodrlve copy
to be made Declining this

option presents you with a tull 22
lines of options Including:
Record a verse, Track and verse
to record. Adjust a verse length,
Link two, or copy one verse,

Delete a verse, Reverse a verse

Selection ot an option Is by
moving a bar up and down the
screen and pressing Enter, This

often leads to a sub-menu where
parameters or further options
can be selected also using the

In use
I spent a while with It using the
Cheetah MK5 keyboard as an In-

put source and a Casio CZ101
synth as the sound source con-
nected to the MIDI out. The in-

terlace itselt does not produce
any sound,

it Is Impressive and 1 enjoyed
working with It. Some
respectable music was created
fairly quickly, and every "I bet I

can't do ..." thoughl that
occurred lo me was proven

wrong. 1 couldn't think of

anything that It couldn't do!
There are however a couple

of minor shortcomings. First, It

does not automatically lurn off

all noles when you stop trom the
sequence play option and all

loo often the synth continued to

play a note Indefinitely after

leaving that option. Ihe only
recourse was to lurn off the
synlh. It you have several
keyboards set up with specific
control tealures then this could
be rather Irritating and lime
consuming.

Although the playing range Is

eleven octaves only the live from
4 to S actually operated with my
synlh, lower and higher notes
being ployed at the highest
ociave if was capable of. I

suspect within a few limits this

win apply lo many keyboards
apart liom the full-sized piano
simulators.

When in step-time or edit
mode the music Is displayed in

pianola fashion, bar lines which
in length c'

long the n
are displayed one octave at a
time and are positioned
vertically. Bars ate defined by
double vertical lines spilt by
single lines depending on the
time signature Horizontal and
vertical editing cursors allow you
to select the note you wish to

modify.

Conclusion
For home and general use the
Interlace Is brilliant, well worth
the money and It extends the
use of any MIDI equipped
Instrument fantastically. To the
enthusiastic amaleur or tor semi-
pro applications It Is excellent

Although the MIDI codes are
standardised, unfortunately the
MIDI Interface ports which make
the connection to the computer
are not. So tor every Interface
I've tried uses a different

combination for Status, Send
and receive, to my
disappointment this Interface Is

no exception. You cannot use
XRI or EMR MIDI software with the
Cheetah Interface. A pity as II

would have made Ihe unit more

It Is 'compatible with the ZX
Interlace 1 and mlcrodrlves and,
I believe the Discovery Disk drive.

All Cheetah have to do now is

bring out a good Independent
sound generator on the lines of

the TX7 or FB01 for under £100
and a complete studio set up
will be available al a
reasonable prica
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Bonabanner
& Utility A'

Bonabanner Is a hall way
house between a full blown artist

program and producing
graphics from Basic Written
mostly In Basic It allows you to

draw on a third of the screen
using the block c

>r DATA

Ray Elder looks at two

unusual programs from

Chezron Software.

Bonabanner
Utility A.
'

1 software

^Shezron Software is o small
moll order company who hove
produced some general
purpose programs, mostly In

Basic, lor specific applications.
UTILITY W Is primarily

designed to enhance microdrive
handling by proyldlng a "front

end" menu system for

Incorporation Into your own

programs. This performs as per
specs In that It Is a ready built

CAT and menu from Itself when
sayed on any microdrlye (lie

It is fairly versatile

handle up to eight
Also supplied is a routi

to your programs unde
development to auto s>

update the cartridge.
Thrown In for good r

are two other programs, Time
Count produces tables of tape
counter equivalents for users of

more than one cassette player
and Autodraw Is a pretty
pointless diversion into

kaleidoscope graphics.
All this Is moderately useful,

especially If you use mlcrodrives
and cannot be bothered to gel
to grips with them and write your
own routines At £3.50 II Is worth
It If you want something along
these lines

with it In.

The drawing
handle and woiks wen, wnn
practise (and as shown in the
Demo) some quite impressive
pictures can be produced. Two
or three pictures can be
combined to form o larger one.
Some possible uses are to

produce loading pi

appear faster and r

Impressively than a
decorate and enha

graphics

ich

Each picture uses about 600
bytes and often, by using the
supplied compressor, as few as
90 bytes.

Priced at E3.50 It is again
good value if you want this sort

of program, It does ease the task
of producing graphics from
Basic, but do you need It

enough to part with your money.
I have no doubt that many
readers will find It useful.

i Software: Contact

TIDYBINDERS
SIMPLE, SMART
AND TIDY

£5.20 (including postage
and packing)

DuiM up you Which
Vldea reference library and
be sure of laying your hand
quickly on your back issues

of Which Video by filing

them In a Tldybinder,

designed to hold 12 issues

and smartly blocked with the

Which Video logo.

ASP Haitian Service!, PORo.35.
Woliev House. Woltey Road.
HemelHempitead,HartiHP24SS

/'Order Form TxclTmpuling
-

'fn i i i i i i i i

MAIL ORDER
ADVERTISING
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Alan Davis presents an

all purpose scrolling

utility.

MULTI-S
^Kroadly speaking, I suppose
there are reallv only two ways ol

adventure game. Probably ftW
:.i:"J'l"".: IK !-, UK- :-.i'Oic;h'!,j'A'Or!j

PRINT statements In which strings
of text ore printed from some
specified screen line

downwards. This is a method
more commonly encountered In

older games, perhaps. There's
nothing actually wrong with it as

a system, except (or the
(relatively minor) disadvantage
Ihol the relevant port of the
screen needs to be cleared
completely before each fresh
printing — obliterating whatever

The alternative melhod — ond

games — Is Ihe continuous
scrolling one. Wlfh this system.

upwards by one line between
each printing. In a text-only
advenluie this isn'l difficult to
achieve because the well-known
USR coll to the Speclrum ROM
(3582) can be used to scroll the
entire screen In between Ihe
prlnling of each line of text.

However, suppose you're writing

rrzri. L
esimp
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CROLL
o graphic adventure In which
the picture forms part ol the
permanent display — with the
text scrolling continuously in a
window underneath it.

Unfortunately, the ROM can't
help you much here.

On the other hand, perhaps
you're looking lor a different
style ol presentation altogether?
One [rattier controversial) game presentation. In fact. There's
In the role-playing mould Is "Out tendency tor some advenlur

of the Shadows". In which
small map forms a perma
part ot the display, with te

continually scrolling In a i

column up the right hond
ot the screen, Vou really c
attempt this sort of Ihlng ir

BASIC, can you? There's a
aid for trying out unu;

authors to settle o

isn't long before a certain
monotony sets In. The player
begins to (eel that the the

"production-line" elfort — and
you don'l have to look tar lo lind
examples The old "Mysterious
Adventures" series had a slrong
tendency in this direclion. and
some of the more recent
releases by US Gold show all Ihe
signs ol heading the same way.
So It Isn't only the Quilled ond
GAC'd games which tall Info

stereotyping trap.

mere appearance Isn't the be-
all-ond-end-all of adventure
writing, bul there's no doubl that
II can help lo olfsel (hot "seen it

all before" impression. Wouldn't it
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2) ATTR (USR 64933). This washes
the window with the chosen INK
nd PAPER colours Note lhai it

tor any subsequent printing.

3) CLEAR (USR 65010). This
performs as many scrolls as
there are lines of characters in

everything previously printed In

the window will be scrolled
upwards and off the top, leaving

4) WRAP (USR 65084). Regular
readers will have encountered

two of my previous articles but
we require greater flexibility

here, and this one represents (I

hopel) my last word on the topic
Its purpose is to print lex! held in

the BASIC variable z$ In the
window, scrolling fhe lines and
word-wrapping as necessary —
so you don't need to worry
bout padding your texf with
spaces to make it (it the window;
this routine will sort all that out
for you. The only limitation Is thot
LEM zS should nol exceed 255
(which means that (or really long
chunks of text, you'll need to

break it into separate sections —
and you'd probably do Ihis

anyway to avoid textual
claustrophobia on-screen.)

Itl-Scroll

from BASIC? Very simple. The
are six addresses who;
determine the behaviour o( the

POKED with suitable values
betore the routines are used.
Four control the size and position
of the window, and two control
the colours as follows:

1) The limits ol the
defined using the foi

from 65025 to 65028 i

(labels TOR BOT. LEFT, and RIGHT

Think In terms of the Speclrum's
normal system o! Identifying
character squares, and set the
limits accordingly. For example,
if you POKE 65025,10; POKE
65026,21 then your window will

be three lines high [with line 21
the bottom line to which printing
is done). POKE 65027,0: POKE
65028,31 will set the left and right
limits so that your window will

occupy fhe whole width of the
screen (from characfer square
to characfer square 31).

Incidentally, no check is made
for Invalid screen positions within
the routines, so don't go poking
any old numbers In here!

2) The colours (from to 7
inclusive, as usual) are defined
using addresses 65029 and
65030 (INK and PAPER
respectively). Again, no check is

Although the most obvioi.

use for Multi-Scroll is in a
graphic adventure game, w

---" :

-ig continuously b

ce, by setting up a
« of BASIC
define them. To

n be done and
If the tt

been talking a
Listing 3 a short der
program which will pur iwium-

Scroll through Its paces for you.
Notice thot the various USR call
and POKE addresses are
allocated to suitably named
variables in lines 30 to 50; this

billtv,

you looking up Hi

iiuiiiuhij ooch time. Save the
demons! ration program to

autorun from line 1 — If you're
working from tape rather Ihon
mlcrodrive. you'll need to

change the LOAD instruction in

line 10, and save fhe machine
code block Immedlalely alter
the BASIC If you follow whal's
happening on screen,
comparing it carefully with the
listing, you should rapidly gel
the hang of things. Have (un

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards laid

l down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do. The few that

don't we'd like you to write in about.

And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and cinema
advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority. /

We're here to put it rightV
ASA Lid., Depi. Y. Brook House,Torringion Place. London WC IE 7HN.
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Ml,

Arkonold Irled lo brealhe new

y;ny

screen rather Ihon
Ihe lamlllar vertical play ol

Breakout. I can't reolly see any
advantage In this change, in

lad II seems to detract from the
gam splay.

On the plus side Ihe
graphics are very brlghl, you

game and there
8
are 100

ieogre'
i'iL>i s h Ihi:

Ihiough wall upon wall ol

bricks.

The additions lo Ihe gome

glue bat (where the ball slicks

valed ll you succeed In hitting

Ihe right block but as you have

nnnn>i?
huulJ

Described as an
arcade game leoturlng lr

glnallve state-ol-ihe-orl

The first phase ot Sigma 7 Is

to tly through space to Ihe
factory while lighting off Ihe

A sa w
t

combination for stage three
The third and flnaTstagelsa

killer sphere that tries lo louch
your cursor and kill one ol your

You begin the game with Ihe
standard Three lives but gain

t Ished Ihe tlrst level ond

> alien cated code.

below standard shoot em up

duces the latest version ol

Paomonl
In the factory you must clear
palhways by collecting dots

these Irled ond tested game
formats but tor £7.95 you e.pect
somelhlng dl Iterant.

^^H
Bralnache's done ll again
left all his mining equipme
Ihe Stella mines and now
got to back, and gel It, uw

Our hero Is little more Ihon a
stick man that smudges badly

he reolly is ond decides

nrrh lor iho tabled Anos-

gama the gome itself





Mi
BIG
El.clrlc

TROUBLE IN LITTLE CHINA

jn overage Although (here

I skills making their way noihing glaringly bad abOL
--'-

-,\ acllon Big Trouble there Is noihing new
Ireets ol or eiclting either lo set It apart

Chinatown, to resci

Mandarin Lo Pan.
Each ot Ihe threi

-•i .! n-rrr-.i- wangfjn
b expert ond skilled al
lyEggShenislhemosI N V - v

i'

;haracler as he Hies
on a cloud hurling UUUIJ - -»__

™rs"b5-„ff„Sjr»i: huulJ a

Bomb Jack II arrived In the
ofllce and once I'd clubbed all

the competition senssltjr.5
1
™n

the honour ol loading It up and

graphics to be lldled up a little

loo. The original Bomb Jack
sutlered Irom some quite bad

BtK^^^S^' JK^I

iound dozens ot screens lull ot

To be loir, HI II IsnT lhat bod"
a game but I simply didn'l find
il as compelllngly addlclive as

already got it, then H's probably
worthwhile buying Bomb Jack
II and gelling bolh games tor

'o light ihe reptiles on Ihe
n-:i screens. Somehow

really adds lo Ihe garni

elemenl ot high speed panic A^^jJi* 0111 IT
lhal was so much a part at Ihe ^Q/Ot \1W\- A I
first game This does help IT J"WTt Mill M I

you're Irylng to rack up a high K—-—

*

" I ll-n I
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am
Carol Btooksbank

reviews the new 128

version of Artist II, and

the debugged 48K.

i THE ARTIST II in

bugs In the program and sold
that Soltechnlcs really should
toke another look ot It. Well. I

om pleased 1o report that they
have done ]ust that. The 4BK

II Ihe st

facilities that you would expect
— elastic lines, tilled or unfilled
shapes, alternative typefaces,
freehand drawing, keyboard,
joystick or mouse control,

enlarged areas lor detailed
work, font and sprite designers,
numerous and re-definable till

patterns. But Ihe three features
which lift this program head and

above the oppositli

n optlor
paste, and the Pagen

The window option i

rectangular window, ol

'irsqu. 9 to
the lull screen, to be defined.
The graphics within it can then
be manipulated — turned,
inverted, enlarged or reduced,
copied to another part of the
screen, mirrored, outlined or
thickened. The window con be

the really exciting feature Is the
Insert facility. A second screen
can be loaded Into memory.

window dreo. until the required
section is within the window The
graphics trom the second screen
are then copied Into the current
artwork. The window option only
allows areas corresponding to
the character squares to be
manipulated, ond r

"

square lumps To cut Irregular
shapes, or work to pixel

accuracy, the cut and paste
option is used.

Here you can draw a box.
r irregular shaped Mi

J Dies
ind then rr

ANDed, XORed or ORed into Ihe
new position. This option has the

window feature, so that pieces

screen and Inserted Into Ihe
current artwork. The scroll option
in cut and paste moves In pixel
steps, so that the tlnal

placement can be absolutely
precise. The Illustration ot
typefaces shows some ol the
effects available by using these

Pagemaker
The third unique feature ot Artist

II Is the most exciting ot all. This

is the Pagemaker, a page layout
fncil v which enables you to
combine text and graphics and
prinl on A4 page. The text, which

' ' e produced using THE
irocessor, forms Ihe

'skeleton' of the page which can
hold 96 lines by 64 r-

which o dby

Inverting. The finished text Is

saved, and then loaded into the
Pagemaker.

Pagemaker divides the poge
Inlo four blocks, each capable
ot holding two full screens side
by side. You can scroll across
the block to read the full width
of fhe page. A graphics screen
is loaded into memory, and a
window defined on the block
where the Illustration Is to be

then

WRITER *
oltiew

text, c fiqhl ',

raphics. A full

2d lines x 32 columns. When the
text Is being typed, spaces musl
be left where the graphics are to

illustrations In the
topblock ore in place, It can be
saved ondfor printed, and the
procedure repedted for each ol

the other tour blocks. The
resulting poge Is very attractive,

[see illustration],

-paged
(>ie

screen, can be used si

layout musf be carefully
planned at Ihe word processing
stage. There are five type faces

e to a full document t

bltte ially If you

Some or The Amu ic typeface ettectt

FUTURE J n JTS USUAL SIZE HDD

E n L A R G E
•& o i h i c , which is belter 1 ol

BOLD, IH ITS USUAL FORM, HMD
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to produce each page. However,
If you ore using microdrive or
disc, a FOB-NEXT loop could
easllv be written to print several
copies of a page, loading each
block and printing It

(ho illustration shows the oiher
application of the Pagemaker If

you want to make a large
Illustration, covering several
screens, it is virtually Impossible
to print several ordinary screen
dumps on the same page and
line them up with the pixel

accuracy necessary to make a
single picture. Several dumps
pasted together

'—

'

n until n it this

program makes It possible to put
up to eight screens together
accurately and produce one
printout.

The handbook says that the
printout will till the page, and
any margins must be left within

combination of Kempston E

InierfacefEpson RX80 printer, this

Is not so. There is lust the right
margin on the paper using the
full 64 columns, but the problem
Is that it Is all on the right hand
side of the page. I discovered
that this can be overcome if you
go Into BAS1Q poke 64005-64010
(Inclusive) with 0, and enter.

LPRtNT CHR$ 27; '1"; CHR$ 6;

1 (Make
sure this Is the Fagemaker you
are working In, not the main
program, before you do this!) The
illustration shows the layout this

If you are looking for a 48K
graphics package, then my
advice would be to look no
further than this one. The new
128K version Is exactly the same
as the 48K, except for the
Fagemaker, which Is even more
powerful.

128
In the 48K package,
Pagemaker Is a separate
Erogrom. In the 126K version
ecomes an option of the rr

program, accessed from om

longer work on the page In four

separate blocks. The whole
page is available and the
screen Is scrolled around it to
view various sections. The text Is

prepared In the same way as for

Ihe 48K version, but the graphics
dlngtt

J Into tr n program.

ir portions are to be used,
a screenlul of the Pagemaker
page Is 'grabbed' Into the main
program, and the window and
cut and paste options used to

insert Ihe Illustrations. The portloi
Is then replaced Into the
Fagemaker.

In Ihe 48K Pagemaker you

n only bring prepared text

d illustrations together, but
128K version allows you to
both text and Illustrations,

perhaps enlarging header text

i drawing c

t Into the
page. There Is a useful preview
option, which gives you an

N of the page layout. It k

a the
reproduce the Illustrations

properly, but the blocks ol text

and Illustration shapes are

you have centred an
n on the page, which

e quite difficult to judge

Kempston E ir

cannot, of course, print from 128K
mode. Fortunately, the full page
is saved in Ihe four blocks which
re compatible with the 48K
version, so I find It worfhwhile.
since I do a talr bit of this sort of

prepare the page In 128K,

taking ddvantage of Ihe extra

facilities, save if. and then print

from 48K,
Even If you do not wish to

produce a printed page, Ihe
ability to hold eight full screens

illlng a
size page.

The whole page is saved and
printed automatically in the
128K version, which makes it a
much more viable proposition
for 'desk top publishing', though
it would still need o patient soul
to contemplate producing -1 DO
copies of a 20 page document
by this method. But for a leaflet,

or a short report, and a limited

around them freely, will be very
useful to anyone preparing
screens for a games program.

The final verdict has to be
that this Is the most advanced
graphics package available tor

the Spectrum. Its compatibility
with THE WRITER, with the promise
of THE FILER to be coming shortly,

must surely mean that this will

be the top Spectru
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The Sentinel
Firebird
£9.95

An intriguing and

original release from

Firebird

In a land tor away where pure
energy Is the only source of

power the Sentinel rules

supreme. Now you aim to
challenge this master in a bottle
that will rage ever 10.000
landscapes that are amazingly
crammed into 48K!

Each landscape is world o!

Its own built out of plateaus,
peaks ana pits On top of the
highest peak stands the Sentinel.

You begin at the bottom of the
deepest pit.

The sentinel from It's lofty

the landscape beneath I) for

anything with a surplus of

energy, such as you. The Sentinel

landscape. You can absorb

3 collect the energy

reabsorb the old robot i

thereby reclaiming the i

Using this method you c
to any plateau you can

-\ top of that. Y

to any height
(although you can only see the
top of one boulder) and build
upto the highest level. However,
a boulder costs two units of

energy and a robot three which

you think you're in desparate
trouble you can hyper space
[costs three units) but you'll end

lower plateau.
II the Sentinel traps you in Its

deadly gaze It will gradually
absorb your stored energy until

you either transfer to another
robot, hyperspace or die. If It

spots you but can't see the base
of the plateau you're standing
on it will try to flush you out by
converting the nearest tree Into

creotures also rotate and it It

sees you belore you can absorb
II or get awoy Ihen It'll lorce you
to hyperspace. This will cost you
three units and will probably
land you In the gaze of the
waiting Sentinel.

By landscape thirteen things
are getting a little trickier as the
Sentinel hos now recruited the
help of a Sentry. This Is a mini
Sentinel that also stands on a
tall peak and absorbs anything
coughf in It's gaze, creates
Meanles to flush you out and of
course guards the Sentinel. In

later landscapes the Sentinel
recruits more and more Sentries

you can tackle the Sentinel. By
now the landscape Is also
getting flatter with less cover In

energy draining gazes of the
Sentinel and his Sentries. In one
landscape you begin In the
cenfre of a wide open circle

containing the Sentinel and
eight Senlrlesl

The game Is a mixture ot

tactics, energy collecting and
reactions as you escape
Meanles and the Sentinel. Your
first task Is to find the Sentinel (for

Sentry) before they find you and
Snuge the direction and speed

at It's rotating. You can then
aim to stay on Its blind side
while you absorb enough trees
for your assault. To absorb Ihe
Sentinel and complete Ihe
landscape you must get above
It (by standing on boulders and

base One landscape down only
9,999 to gol

You don't actually have to

complete every landscape as
on completion of one you're
given the eight digit code for

k The n

The more energy you
have the more landscapes you
skip. Soon you will hove pages
and pages of eight digit codes
corresponding to the games
landscapes. This means you can
start any game at any
landscape you like as long a

it to

you may get stuck
particularly tough
could leap frog by redoing a
previous level and aim to finish

with more energy.
The Sentinel Is on absorbing

mix of gameplay demanding
strafegy and skill to solve it.

Origlnol, addictive and massive
what more could you possibly

luNSTIili

5WHI 1
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Throne of Fire
Melbourne HouseThrone

of Fire
The latest game from the author of Doomdark's Revenge.

in between his efforts to

complete Dark Sceptre, Mike
Singleton has managed to find

lime to design Throne ot Fire for

Melbourne House However, the
design Is all that he's done, tor

the inlay credits all the
programming, graphics and
music to Consult Computer
Systems. Perhaps this rolher
piecemeal approach explains
why the game doesn't quite
seem to know what It wants lo

be.
The action takes place within

the Burning Citadel home 01 the
King of Carakesh who has just

shuttled oil this mortal coll, and
centres around his three sons,
Alorn (well meaning but thick],

Cordrln (the good guy), and
Karag (boo, hiss). Ail three
Erinces want to be the next king
ul In order lo ascend to the

now vacont Throne of Fire one
brother has to destroy the oltiet

twa Which Is where you come

The game otters one or two-
player combinations, with the
computer controlling either one
or two princes depending upon
the number ot humon players.
Each prince begins with a force
ot nine men-at-arms, loyal

lolloweis who are under Ms
control, seaMered around the
citadel so that you control o

total of ten characters In all In

addition there Is a fourth force,

the Kings Guard, who are
neutral until one of the princes
gains the Throne, of which point

mey throw Iheif lof in with him,
giving him a military advantage.
There is also a number ol Gate
Rooms, where new men-at-arms
can enter the castle These new
men become loyal to whichever
prince's lorces control the rooms,
so it's fo your advantage lo try

Once you've selected your
control options, number o'

players etc, the screen display is

divided In halt - one half for

each prince (while the third ]ust

wanders around making a
nuisance of himself], the top of

each part ot the display shows
the room that the prince or one
ot his men occupies, and the
lower part Is a map of that part
ot the citadel, with the windows
of each room coloured too
indicate which lorce holds 11.

Although you control ten or
more characters in all, you can
only control one at a time, so
much a! the skill ot playing the
game lies in co-ordinating these
characters' actions 50 that you
can explore the castle and
secure the best locations

Control ol the game Is

which of your characters you
want to control. Movement mode
shows the animated movements
ot your character from room fa

room, and combat mode lets

you swash a few buckles via
Joystick or keyboard control. The
combat Is swordploy, though
there ore a number ol different

weapons and magic oblecls
thai con be found oround the
place

Most games players these
days fall Into one of two oomps;
there are the adventure.1

strategists, and the arcade zap
lans Throne ol Fire however, lolls

rather uneasily between these
two stools. The strategic element
In the game Is nowhere near as
challenging or os wide In scope
as Mike Singleton's earlier Lords
of Midnight series, presumably
because ot the memory taken
up by animated graphics. On
the other hand, the combat
sequences, though quite well

animated, simply can't compere
with dedicated arcade games.

The game Is quite slickly

programmed and enjoyable lo

play lor a while, but t didn't llnd

it all thai addictive and gelling
lo the end didn't really seem like

a challenge thai 1 wanted fo

spend much lime on.
It might be that Throne of Fire

was an attempt to combine Ine
strategic complexities ol Lords of

Midnight wllh the more visceral
thrills ot games like Exploding
Fist, and while that might be
possible on larger machines I

don't think you can pull II oil

wllh just 48K to plav with
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Toni Baker details some

of the Spectrum's

'undocumented

features'

The Speclrum. as you may well
know. Is o machine of very many
bugs. Some ol these bugs crop
up only In BASIC some occur
only In use ol mochlne code,
while olhers still are manliest all

the lime. Though the BOM [or

father ROMs, as there Is now

Speclrum) cannot be wrilten to,

and therefore Ihe bugs cannot
In general be cured, knowledge
ol ihoir enslence can certainly
help us to ovoid Ihem, or get
round them In some way.

compilation ol all the bugs that
I

know ol which occur in the 16K
and 4BK Speclrums, Ihe 138 and
128+2, and also the ZX Interface
One which runs the mlcrodrlves.
Since (here ore many other

Budr
irv theO

eOne
ll upon all ol Hi

shall teslrict my focus o

Interface One, since Ihe

Sinclair slandard equipment

It Is almost Impossible to

classify bugs In any sensible
manner. Whol I have done Is to

group them Into tolrly large and
ombiguous clumps such as
'PRINT errors', 'CALCULATOR errors',

and so forth. I personally have
discovered only a minority of

these bugs (some of which have
caused me greal frustration in

the post], but Ihe remainder are
taken from two books, namely
Understanding tour Speclrum by
Dr Ian Logan, and Master Your
ZX Microdrive by Andrew
Pennell. Credll Is given
alongside all bugs other than
those I have discovered myselt.
Doubtless other people will hove
made simultaneous discovery ot

s — this Is always the

The CLOSE # bug Is present on
all Speclrums unless a ZX
Interlace One Is attached. II you
attempt to close o stream which
hos not previously been opi-nod
using Ihe BASIC CLOSE
statement then the system will

often lhan not causing a system
resel. The presence of Ihe ZX
Interface One cures Ihls bug by
transferring control to lis own
BOM (Ihe Shadow ROM)

reaches address 1708h. The buc
Is caused by the table In the 48K
ROM at address 1716 not being
terminated by a 00 byte. It Is

Interesting to note that Sinclair



bug In place, a surprising
decision considering the
seriousness of trie bug.

The Plot Bug
The BASIC PICT statement suffers
from the facf fhai II will accept
negative coordinates. In (act the
statement PLOT X,V realty turns

n PLOT ABSfX],ABS(Y).
rms .:;

B°XSO c

Ihe D o
from the CALL STK_TO„BC

'

is 22DC

The Screen One Bug
The Speclrum 12F
ol two different areas ot me
which may be used to holt
television picture. These ore
called SCREEN ZERO (the n<

one. at address 4000h) and
SCREEN ONE [the alternativi
address 70000). The Ir

POKE 23388,24 will activate
screen one, whereas POKE
23388,16 will activate screen
zero. (For more Information see
Ihe series Into Ihe 128, storting
this month). The bug o~

"

the rc

Ml] or if IT

217 tiles. h<_

SAVEId (In which case the
catalogue collides with the
screen. The bug is caused by
Ihe complete failure of the
RAMdlsc system to recognise the
existence ot screen one. The
BASIC program In Figure One
will demonstrate this bug
visually — it's quite tun to walch

PRINT Errors

The CHR$ 9 error
(from Understanding Your
Spectrum by Dr Ion bogan)
CURS 9 is supposed to print as
"forward5pace" (the opposite ol
backspace!. In other word:, Ihe
eflect ol PRINT CHRS 9 Is

supposed to be that the print
position is moved rlghtward by
one choracter square without
altering the contents ot the
screen. Sodly, thiLdoes not work
'" Tlv dt^tfTe pr>rtrposilloB

II. but the

position is accidentally
recotoured with the current
colours. The first ot these faults Is

due to the tact that the cursor
right subroutine at address OA3D
ends with RET, instead of with JP
OADOPO_STORE, however the
second fault is due to sloppy
thinking as the system variable
MASK_T should have been
assigned with FF and then
restored. Personally I (eel that the
whole algorithm is up the spout.

The CHRS 8 error
(Irom Understanding Your
Speclrum by Dr Frank OVara)
CHRS 8 prints as "backspace" -
that Is - when printed It will

move the print position leltward
by one character square.
However - if Ihe current print
position Is AT 1,0: then
backspoce will not work.
Furthermore, It Is possible to
backspace Irom position AT 0,0;
(which should not be possible)
and this can produce some
interesting re-

-"-

variables - eg LET AS=STRS 0.5:
PRINT "BUG" + A$ will work. In

machine code I would advise

dbytt r-left

subroutine at address OA23
testing lor line one instead ot
line zero. The byte at address
OA33 should be 19h Instead ot
18h.

The STR$ error
(Irom Understanding Your
Speclrum by Tony Stratlon)
This is a bug which manifests
ir : ,.-;lr in both BASIC and machln
code. In BASIC the stalement
PRINT "BUG"+STR$ 0.5 will

simply print "0.5". In machine
code the bug manifests Ilsell In

the PRINT. FP subroutine at
address 2DE3, whose purpose is

to print the floating point
number at the top ot Ir

Thi-.

o the current
ibroutlne Is

>d by the SIRS routine and
in this way the bug also appears
in BASIC The but occurs
whenever the number at the fop
ol the calculator stack (or Ihe
argument of STRS) lies between
-1 and +1 eiclusive (excluding

to is led at the top
ator stack, and It Is

all Ihe
problems In BASIC Ihe
bug can be avoided
by using temporary

The Colour Commands error
(Irom Master Your ZX Microdrive,
by Andrew Pennell)
It any channel other than the
screen or the keyboard is

selected as Ihe current channel
(le it the last thing PRINTed was
to a channel other than "K" or
"S") then the permanent colour
commands will erroneously

lei used. The
>y the failure to

select channel "S" at Ihe start ol

Ihe subroutine CO_TEMP_1 ol
address 21E1. II is possible to get
round the problem by
preceedlng each permonenf
colour command by a PRINT

it (eg PRINT;: INK 4).

bug Is

The Colour Controls e
- >< (eg

u ujuf-detlned channel) is

selcted as the current channel
then Ihe colour statements such
as PAPER 4 (etc) will produce
report C; Nonsense in BASIC II

the channel output subroutine
returns with the carry (lag set
(This caused me o few problems

n— ii TrffTTT



tin/

10 POKE 23588,34: DEM activate :

20 FOR I = 1 TO 562

JO SAVE'. "F" + STRj I CODE 0,

1

40 NEXT I

50 PAUSE

60 POKE 25388,16: REM activate :

Bu<

R6M
<s

In the Streams ond Channels
series). This bug is only visible in
machine code. To cure the
problem it is necessary to ensure
lhal all channel output routines
relum with the carry reset, al
leosi tor conlrol codes 10h lo 15h
and their second parameler.
The RS232 Colour Commands

This Is tor users ol 128K machines
only. On both the Spectrum 128
and the Plus2 the command
LPRINT INK 4 will produce error
report C Nonsense in BASIC.

DIV START instead ol DIV 34TH.
This means that numbers may
nol be correctly rounded up. You
can avoid any major problems
by using IF ABS |X-Y< 2.15E+9
Instead ol IF X=Y.

The -65536 error
(Irom Understanding Your
Spectrum, by Dr ton Logan.)
The ROM is inconsistent about
the calculator live-byte form ol
Ihe number -65536. Some ports
ol the ROM assume thai only
numbers in Ihe range-65535 to
+65535 may b "

built In RS232 socket) e
e<pecls the colour controls to be
lo Ilowed by I've parameters
instead ol just one. and
secondly the ROM routine sets

the carry Hog (oops! see error
above). Sinclain'Amstrad may like

lo know thai the byte at D086D
[128) or 0088C (128 + 2) should be
01 instead ol 02, and. lurther.

Ihat Ihe byte al 0087C (128) or
0089B (128+2) which currently
reads CCF should be replaced
by Iwo bytes SCRCCF.

Calculator Errors
The Division Error
(Irom Understanding Your
Spectrum, by Dr Frank O'Horo.l
The BASIC statement IF 112 < > 0.5
THEN PRINT "BUG" is su(f;Ci«r!i lo

show that there is o bug
somewhere In Ihe works. The but
is in Ihe division routine, which
(alls lo register the thirty-lourth bit

ol a division. The JR
displacement al address 3200h

Integers, whereas other parts ol
Ihe ROM allow an Integer Irom
ol -65S36 [as opposed to a lull

loading poinl lorm). This bill is

dealt with In detail in Dr Logan's
book The Complete Spectrum
ROM Disassembly, and is

demonstrable by the now
(omous slafmenl PRINT INT
-65536 which gives -1.

The SCREENS error
(from Understanding Your
Spectrum, by Stephen Kelly and
others)
The BASIC rouline lor calculating
SCREENS accldently leaves a
duplicate entry ol the siring

slack. This means that the BASIC
statement IF "X"=SCREENS (0,0)
THEN PRINT "BUG" will Invariobly
print -BUG" no matter what
happens lo be on the screen al
Ihe lime The bug is lorlunalely
not present in machine code,
and calling Ihe subroutine
S_SCRNS_S will evaluate

SCREENS correctly leaving the
stack correcl. As with Ihe STRS
errort the best way lo avoid II in
BASIC is lo use temporary
vartables, eg. LET AS=SCREEN$

X"=A$ THEN PRINT
"BUG" will work correctly.

The MOD.OIV error
Calculate code 32h (Initiated by
RST 28] is supposed to remove
two items Irom Ihe calculator
stack - X and V, say, and
replace them by Ihe quanlilites
X MOD V. X DIV V in thai ojqv-r

(Note: X MOD V means X - Y*
INI IX. v). whereas X DIV ¥ means
INT [XfY].]

Unfortunately, il fails to lake
into account the tacl Ihat the INT
subroutine corrupts calculator
memory zero whenever lis

argument Is negotlve This
means Ihat Ihe quanlily X MOD
Y will be incorreel whenever X/Y
is negative. The but could have
been cured had Sinclair
ensured thai Ihe MOD.DIV
subroutine al address 36AO
utilised memory one Instead ol
memory zero.

The E-TO-FP error
Calculator code 3C [inllialed by
RST 28) Is supposed to multiply
the Item at the lop of the
calculator stack by the (actor
10 : A. Unfortunately, unlike the B
register, the A register Is nol
preserved by RST 28. and so by
Ihe lime the byte 3C Is reached
the A register will have already
been corrupted. The only way
out ol the problem is to use
endcalc/LD A.XX/CAL
2D4F, E. TO FP/RST 28 instead ol
the byle 3C In your code

The INKEY$#0 error
Normally, stream zero represents
the keyboard, so we would
expect INKEY$#0 to be similar in
operation to INKEYS (wilhoul a
stream number). This, however is

nol the case, and INKE¥S#0
almost invariably produc
empty siring, rr-'-'-

completely usi

Ihat calculate.
fftS.
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X represent the keyboard. The
but is in Ihe subroutine at
address 1634h which makes

erroneously c
tfilch v,

could hove been ci
READ_IN subroutine
3645h by preserving
(FLAGS) during Ihe c
CHAN_OPEN.

system variable (CH_ADD) wh
stores the address ot the next
character to be Interpreted, i

prograr
down In memory w

9 UpO

report C. Nonsense in BASIC This
is nol normally possible, but
exceptions can occur if the OEF
FN statement contains the
(unction USR, and could also
conceivably happen with Ihe
(unction INKEYS#X. To avoid this
bug you must ensure that any
machine code subroutine which
is called by a DEF FN stci^im-nl
does not disturb the BASIC
program area (eg. it is

impossible to define a function
FN D(X.Y] which would delete
BASIC lines X to Y inclusive

e stack].

hThlso ithat
Ihey don't
bug any more. The problem is

that Ihe HL' register, whose value
Is required by the RST 28
sequence at address 2756h, Is

not preserved by the USR
subroutine at address 34B3. This

subroutine which disturbs the
value ol HL

1

(It should contain
2758h) will crash the system
upon return. To avoid the bug
simply insure that HI'

-

275Bh upon executii
final RET statement t

Editing Errors

The Scroll? error
(Irom Understanding Your
Spectrum, by Dr Ian Logan.}
Whenever a prompt message
such as "scroll?" or the cassette
messages appear. Ihe SpoctrL/n
waits lor you to press a key. The
problem Is that if you press fhe
wrong key. things go wrong.
Pressing TRUE VIDEO, INV VIDEO,
CAPS LOCK. GRAPHIC or EXTEND

ie48K flashing
cursor |,-?ven on 128K machines].
This is because the KEY. .INPUT
subroutine at address 10A8 is

designed to deal with CAPS
LOCK, mode changing, and
colour control parameters,
however this is Inappropriate for

The Current Line Cursor error
(Irom Understanding Your
Spectrum, by Paul Harrison.)
This bug Is applicable only on
the 16K and 4BK Spectrums. 128s
don't have this problem because
the EDIT key doesn't do quite the
same thing. Type 9000
PRINT/9001IEDIT(note that "I"

stands tor ENTER) and. provided
there are no lines greater than
9000. you'll see the problem - a
GREATER-THAN symbol appears In
the edit line. The bug occurs In

the OUT LINE routine al address
1B55h. The bug could have been
avoided if Ihe sub-routine had
retused to print the GREATER-THAN
cursor whenever bit four ol
(FLAGS2) were sef.

The Leading Space error
(Tram Understanding Your
Spectlum. by Dr Ion Logan.)
Bit zero ot (FLAGS) Is supposed K

space is not required tor a

keyword token. Unfortunately, t

ROM Is nol consistent about Hi

use. as the one-line program

will prove. The problem
be solved il the Nag wei
set every time CLS were

whenever i

The K-Mode error
(Irom Understanding Your
Spectrum, by Chris Thornton.)
This is another one for 16K and
4BK Spectrums only. II, when
editing program line, the cursor
is a (lashing "K" then the editor
is said to be In K-mode. This

means that the next key you
press will be Interpreted as a
keyword, so that It you press "P"
lor instance, then you'll get
PRINT. The problem Is that if you
hold a key down so that It

repeats then K-mode remains in

force. This means that you could
end up with a line like "NEXT
NEXT" instead ol "NEXT N". The
bug is caused by the K REPEAT
routine at address 03-10.

To work properly tr-

.. 10 SI XAS
from the key value whenever tt

was grealer than hex E5. This
would replace keywords with
capital letters.
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The Syntax Check e
(from Mailer Your ZX
by Andrew Pennelt.)

On the 16K and 48K Spectrums
the lour keywords ERASE. MOVE,
FORMAT and CAT have incorrect
syntaxes. The statements ERASE

tf (string); CAT
accepted as program lines, but
will give error messoges If you
try to run them. On Ihe 128K
Speclrums the statement MOVE
(string),[string) will be accepted
as a program line, but treated
as o REM statement on running.
The bug in the 48K machine is

due to the fact fhat the syntaxes
ot Ihese Interface One
commands were Incorrectly
anticipated. On the 128 a wholly

and the commands ERASE and
CAT hove been laken over tor

use with the silicon disc system,
whilst FORMAT has been taken
over tor use with Ihe RS232.
MOVE, however. Is not used at
all, and it surprises me that the
original false syntax has been
reproduced in an entirely new
syntax routine in Ihe new ROM.
Why?

Hook Code Errors

temporarily assigned with this

value within the interrupt routlni

itself. The effect ol this

misdemeanour is thai the value

changed (unless interrupts are
disabled or on alternative
inferrupt routine supplied). This

that < machine cod
could hove b
ble to us now

r'»gist

The READ-rj error
llrom Master Your ZX Microdrive.)
Hook code 2F (READ..N] was
Intended lo read a block ot
dato from the "N" channel (the
local area Network). The carry
flag is ossigned to indicate

unfortunately trie carry flag is

subsequently destroyed by a
call to the border restore roullne.

Interface One, hook i

(SET_T_MCH] accidt
the OPEN_M routine
SET T MCH, making
in operation lo hook code 22h.
This bug has been cured In laler

edition of the Interlace One, and
in these later editions It correclly
performs its lask of creating o
temporary "M" channel in the
channel Information area.

Interrupt Errors

The monopolising of IY
Though not sfrictly an "error" as
such It Is worth noting that the
Spectrum's interrupt routine
contains the instruction INC
(iy+40), which is intended to

increment the high byte of the
(FRAMES) variable (when
neccessary), however to do this

IV must have a value of 5C3A at

all times while Interrupts are

this condition by using the
program of Figure Three as an
interrupt rouline

The SWAP error
The SWAP routine which swilche;
between Ihe two ROMs of the
128K Spectrum invariably
enables Interrupts, which may
not always be desired.
Fortunately, this error may be
cured by the program of Figure
Four. Simply write Ihe Instruction

JP SWAP_OK to location 5B00,
where SWAP_OK is the address
of the Figure Four program.

The PLAY error
At address 009CD in the 128. or
009EC in Ihe 128+2, Ihe
STK FETCH subroutine is called
from Ihe old ROM. Al this poinl
interrupts are disabled and IY is

now being used as a pointer lo

Ihe master PLAY information
block. Unfortunately, because ol

the two bugs listed above,
interrupts are enabled durl
ihe STK_FETCH
containing the wrong vali
means that il on interrupt were
to occur during execution of the
subroutine then Iher would be a
one in 65536 chance that (IY+40)

will be corrupted — this

corresponds to Ihe volume
setting for music channel A. In

practice this circumstance Is

very rare and I have not known
it lo happen. Rewriting the SWAP

Budr
iiy the O
WPA
It the Interlace One Is oltoched

•Iptul.

The BREAK Into CLOSE * error
("from Master your ZX Microdrive)
In version one ol the Interface
One il Is possible to create
unusable areas of memory
which are not reclalmable
(excepl In machine code of
course). II you BREAK Into a
CLOSE statement which refers

to one ol the Interface One

:;urir<i

ving IY

II- s

-i Figur

bug.

his last group of errors are bu
1 the Spectrum's own error

landling routines! Personally I

nthe
by the stream Is nol reclaimed.

combination of ZX Interface One
and Spectrum 128 or 128+2 II

you hove a BASIC line such os

1000 OPEN 4,"X"

(the line number must be
greater than 999) then you
should by rights get the error
message "Invalid device
expression. 1000:1" — Indeed,
true to form, the Spectrum does
Indeed attempt to produce this

message for us Unlorlunalely.
the message is jus! loo long to fit

illtvtt

ioae
vill not fit on a line of only thirty

wo squares. The Spectrum 128's
narvellous Utile ful screen edllor
>nly allows for a lower screen of
wo lines (Including one blank
ine above the error message).
>ut his particular error message

deflm upl
jtines). Unfortunately. I\

Irylng to tell you about a bug In

your BASIC Never mind - these
things happen!
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Gordon Hamlott takes

his 128 into the mystical

land ot Kerovnia.

In separately where
necessary. Bui Ihere is simply not
enough room in the 128. so it's

>r gnashing of teeth and
taring ot hair, lor even In this

>rm, the game knocks spots oft

ny other Spectrum adventure.

^»wners of 128K Spectrums
(Speclra?] must be beginning to

wonder If software houses
actually lake fhem seriously. The
besl games thai

""

Erik, slngh gripo

standards, f

:U8K

keep them happy.
Fear noil All thai has now

changed with the release of The
Pawn — a superb adventure
written by Magnetic Scrolls and
released by Ralnblrd. Even so.

you are not getling all the game
" alTihe

ii::::i.i.v;ination plots and rumours
of insider trading within the
Farthington Real Ale Company.
This is an allempt to stop a lake
over by the Roobikyoub Dwarfs
who are distillers ol the tlnesl

whisky oround. On top of all

lhat. Ihere is o general elecllon
in Ihe offing wim one ol Ihe
main candidates being Gringo
Baconburger, a dwarl violently

opposed to Ihe royal family. Into

niddle ol tt

a ST a
The Pawn

somewhat slrange development.
Originally written as a texl only
game for the QL. II was Ihen
Instantly forgotten about, like

most QL software. It next
appeared on Ihe Atari ST
complete with some stunning
graphics — the best ever seen In

an advenlure by several orders
of magnitude. Conversions were
then written for mosl disk based
systems as the illustrations could

turmoil >

Your (Irsl problem is that you
are wearing a wrlsl band which.
try as you may. you cannot
remove. This is unforlunate since
it prevents you from crossing a
thin red line that surrounds
Kerovnia. You haven't got Ihe
slighest idea at Ihls slage what
on earth is going on or what you
are supposed to be Irying to do.

' so you get a

outside a tower, some
arguing aboul whose
gel the supper and o

matter too rr i. The

difficult — don't expecl fo

complete Ihis one in one silting.

The main thing thai sels The
Pawn apart Irom other
advenlures is its parser, which
can quite justifiably claim lo be
stale ot Ihe ari — even belter
than the legendary Inlocom
parser. This may seem like a
small point lo pay so much
allenllon lo bul il soon becomes
apparent that playing Ihe game
is a lot easier than most
adventures. Not because the
problems are easy but because
you can enter commands as
you would say them naturally
There is no need to go
searching for exactly Ihe right

combination ot words.
One example taken from the

instruction booklet and not I

hasten, to add part of the game,
shows how powerful commands
can be strung together. "Gel all

except Ihe cases but nol Ihe

h the

The game comes beaulifully
packaged — a box containing
two booklets, a map and a 64
page novella written with Ihe
tongue never once leaving the
cheek. This serves two purposes.
Firstly as an anti-piracy device,
as you need lo look up certain
words and secondly as a help

available to you but only il you
are prepared to type in a
lengthy cipher. Even then, you
may nol be allowed access lo

Ihe clue it you have not solved
enough of Ihe game and the
answers lhat you gel can be
downright misleading ol limes.

You have been warned.
It's plly aboul Ihe pictures

but you can't have everything!
Perhaps if Alan Sugar does gel
round to launching his Speclium
disk system Ihey will eventually
materialise but don'l let that
thought stop you buying a copy
of Ihe game now. If you enjoy
advenlures. Ihen The Pawn is a
must for your collection. Even If

you are not a Ian. buy a copy

-
i-i i

-
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n the third special offei

arranged In conjunction v

Argus Press Software, ZX re'

can buy three very different

space games at a discount

3 futuristic sports

playing si

opponents goal. It's a la

lurlous game that can t
played by two players o

/
I enclose a chequelpostal order for £12.95 Including
p&p payable to Argus Press Software.

Send your remittance to Argus Mail Ordei|ZX], Units 1

& 2, Conlon Developments, Watery Lane. Oarwen,
BB3 2ET.

the computer.
Mission Omega Is

strategy game In wh
under. This icon driven game
sets you the fask ot building and
then co-ordinating o force of

robots to combat the Invaders.
DefCom Is a space game in

the shoot 'em up tradition of

wholesale destruction. Taking
the "Star Wars" technology as a
starting point, Defcom simulates
attacks on earth to be
countered by your mastery of
the satellite defence sysfems.

These fhree games are
available at a price ot £12.95
including p&p only by mall
order. Do not send your cheques
or postal orders to the ZX
address but to the address on
the coupon printed an this

page. Make cheques and postal
orders payable to Argus Press

Software. Please allow 28 days
for delivery.
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Are you decisive?

Could you command a

space freighter? Do

you hire the Glork or

Fligronk?

PSI-5 Trading Company
US Gold
£9.95

Rf
lor the Psl-5 Trading Company
isn't as easy as it's portrayed in

games like Elite. The problems
lie in the fact that you have to
carry perishable cargo to tar
flung parts ol Ihe galaxy, in a
scrap heap ol a snip that's

crewed by a collection of
galactic oddballs, while being
shol at by every pirate in the

Having selected Ihe easiest
option [nothing's easy In this

L.h j :=
1 1 it- :;

s
'

] ol carrying 'nuclerlc'
-120 parsecs to Kozzar-7. its time

TRADIflG
company

lix belore weapons can lire

of It's lour weapons either a
specific target or at will. Th(

window but you probably «

to 30 o
your five r.

position you have six weirdos to

choose Irom and can even
punch up their record, but I

doubt that'll help you. Since trial

3 their i

king

ir will s>

Irom Ihe bad and Ihe ugly, I

opted tor a 200 year old hairy
Glork to handle the weapons, a
man-hating Palagonan to scan
space lor enemy ships, a yellow
blob called Venx lo navigate,
the green scoly Fligronk lo man
the engineering department
and finally I3XR9 to repair Ihings
[since he's a robot I though! hed
know whol to fix and when]. With
Ihe crew in position and me In

air, we headed

select the crew and
then their actions Irom duck-
shoot menus and order
engineering to get power
through to the standard systems,
navigation to plot a course and
accelerate, scanning to search
and Identity other ships and
weapons and repair to standby.
Thats ]ust to get started!

The fun and games really

approaches. If Us a Iriendly ship
and you accidentally fire at It

nun ii. ii^».m

chance to organise repairs
belore the pirates strike again.
Fall, and you'll be destroyed and
the pirates will ransack your
ship. Either way your mission
report will count up the profits or

deducts repairs costs, casualties
and lost allies Irom cargo prollls,

early bonuses and bounty lor

zapping the Chllank, Zeltoad,
Flarkan and Trantal pirates.

There's no doubt that Psi-5

Trading Company is an excel-
lent game but is anyone good
enough to play It?
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INTO THE 128
Part TWo by Toni Baker

NORMAL RAM

PAGE CODE 5

1

5 2
1

J
400h

SILICON DISC RAM

FFFF

I 1
I

3 4 6 7

PAGE
CODE

PAGE
CODE

PAGE
CODE 2

PAGE
CODE 3

PAGE
CODE 4

Flgura I

n this, the second pari In our
series on the Spectrum 128 and
the +2. we turn our attention to
Ihe tile storage system called the
SILICON DISC or RAMDISG In

BASIC It Is possible to save
programs,

'

now need lo realise Is thai these
BAM pages are divided into two
distinct groups, which we may
refer lo as "NORMAL BAM" and
"SILICON DISC RAM", Figure One
shows Ihis distinction dlagrom-

silic.

I you c

-. Ihe ;,

ally. / you
RAM contains three 16K pages

cassette, except that the
mand lor accessing Ihe

silicon disc system Is SAVE!
instead of jus! SAVE. Silicon disc
has ihe advantage of speed —
Ihe lile is saved seemingly in an

Likewise (here are correspond-
ing commands LOAD!, VERIFY!
and MERGE! Ihe disadvantage
of silicon disc is that everything
stored there will be wiped out
when the power is disconnected.

In this article we are going to
look at the silicon disc
organisation from a machine
code point of view. In point ol

(ocl, the terms "silicon disc" and
"RAMdisc" are not very accurate.
There Is no disc ot any
description inside the 128: there
is only 128K of RAM memory. The
system Is called "silicon disc"
purely because It mimics a
normal disc drive, but a disc
system it certainly is not

PAMpage

Last month I told you about ROM
and RAM pages. This month. I

must dwell on the subject ot

RAM pages tor a little longer. As
you recall there are eight RAM
pages numbered trom to 7.

and each page contains 16K.
making 128K In all. What you

g 48K ir nihte
the 128 Is not realty much
different from the ola 48K
Speclrums Normal RAM contains

screen, some system vo' utiles.

Ihe current BASIC program
together with its BASIC variables
and channel information. Ihe
calculator stack, Ihe user
detined graphics, and so on —
Just as before. Everything new In

ihe 128 happens in the other
section ol RAM — the silicon

disc area.
Normal RAM consists ol RAM

pages 5, 2 and [In that order),

you will recall that page 5 is

permanently mapped to

address 4000h. and that page 2
is permanently mapped to

address 800fJh. Under normal
circumstances you will find that

page zero Is paged in and
mapped to address C0O0 — this

means that normal BAM
contains 48K of memory with
continuous addressing from
4000h all the way up to FFFF.

The some cannot be said,
however, lor the silicon disc
area. This consists ot RAM pages
1, 3. 4. 6 and 7 (in that order),
however none ol these pages
are permanently mapped
anywhere. This means that In

order to access part of the
silicon disc memory you must
page In one of ifs pages, which

will then reside af address C000
in place ot RAM page zero
(which must be restored after-
wards). It Is not possible to

introduce Ihe concepl ol PAGE
CODES. Vou see. each ot the
eight RAM pages possesses a
PAGE CODE, which Is a number
belween zero and five.

NB: THE PAGE CODE IS NOT THE
SAME THING AS THE PAGE
NUMBER.

It is the use of page codes

two different
regions of RAM, and to access
Ihe silicon disc area sensibly.
Pages 5, 2 and (ie normal
RAM) all have a page-code ol
live. Pages 1, 3, 4, 6 ond 7 (Ie Ihe
silicon disc area) all have page-
codes less lhan live — In (act
they run In sequence; 0, 1. 2, 3, 4.

This makes addressing of Ihe
Spectrum's memory a little

established the convention
whereby every byte in RAM
could be referred to by a live

digit hexadecimal number — lor

instance, the tirsl byte in Ihe
sii con disc area would be
PS'erred to as address 1C00O. The
1" at the slarl reters lo RAM
page one. and the remaining
•o,,r digits are Ihe address within
hat page.

We can do almost exactly Ihe
same thing with page codes. For
Instance, consider again the lirst

byte in Ihe silicon disc area. This
exisls on RAM page one, but
poge one has a paging-code of
zero (see Figure One). Therefore,
we can speclly the byte
uniquely by supplying Ihe page
code (zero), and Ihe address
[C000). To avoid confusion with
absolute page numbers, we will

nof fuse these together Into a
single five digit number. We will,

instead, define a new conven-
tion as follows: place Ihe page-
code within BRACKETS, and
follow II by Ihe address.
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Using Ihls second i

the llrst byle o( RAM disc,
addition lo having an absolute
address ot 1COO0, also has a
PAGE-CODED ADDRESS OF
{0)COO0.

Just to give you a better grasp
of then

1FFFF = (C)FFF

3C001 = (1]C0G1
4D800 = (2]D800
6FE0O = (3)EEO0
7EBEC = (4JE8EC
4000 m (5)4000
ABCD = (5JABCD
FO00 = (5)F00D

(Note that In the old absolute
convention the last three Items
could also be referred to as
5C000, 2EBCD and CF0C0
respectively).

I hope oil Ihls makes sense.
The point Is that a single register
pair will not hold o 128K
address, since a register pair
can only hold lour hex digits.

Therefore, to hold such an
address In machine code we
will require three registers, not
lust two. We may use either the
absolute or the page-coded
convention, whichever Is most
;;:)'iv-nienl at the time. You will

find that when working with the
silicon disc area, page-coded
addresses are a lot more
helpful. As an example, suppose
we wanted to store the page-
coded address (4)EBEC In the
register triplet AHL. To do this A

tain EBEC. As long as you
ember that Ihls Is a page-

coded address and not an
absolute address then you won't
go tar wrong.

The advantage ot page-
codes Is that they make
everything nice - '

trie whole of normal RAW
the same page-code (S). <

lurthermore, Ihe page-cot

The first nine bytes of a standard file contain In 2 following

HD_00 (one byte): File type. 00 = program
01=numeric arra
02 = strlng array
03 = bytes of code

HD_0B (two bytes): Length of (lie, excluding he
HD_0D (two bytes): Start address from which III

HD_0F [two bytes): Length ot program, or nam
HD 11 [two bytes); Auto-run line number.

was SAVEId.
of array.

the silicon disc area run
sequentially: (0). (1), (2), (3) and
(4). We may use this fact to our
advantage In machine code.
For Instance, suppose AHL
contains the page coded
address ol o byte In the silicon

disc area. How may we
calculate the page-coded
address of the byte by following
it? Figure Two shows a possible
solution. Imagine how messy this

simple subroutine would
become If we were to use
absolute addresses Instead!

Memory

The very II..,,,:.-. , UWIU,j1ine In Ihls

month's main program Is called
PAGE ..(A), and its purpose is lo

page In the RAM page whose
page-code is held in the A
register. If the page code
specified is (5) then It will page
In RAM page zero, restoring
normal RAM. The subroutine
works by converting the page-
code to on absolute page
number and then paging In

normally. This subroutine Is the
key to using silicon disc
memory, and both the 128 and
the 128 + 2 contain similar sub-
routines in their new ROM.
Now II Is time to look closer

still at the silicon disc memory.
Figure Three shows how this

memory is organised Growing
upwards from address [01C000 is

the tlte stack. Every time a (lie Is

saved it Is added to the top oi

the file-stack. Each entry In the
file-stock contains nine bytes of
header information followed by
the tile itselt as II would be
saved on cassette or microdrive.
Figure Four shows the meanings
ol the nine bytes of header
information wlch precede each
Brogram, DATA or CODE lite,

ote that under normal circum-
stances Ihls header Is transferred
to the system variables HD 00
to HD 11 (5B71 to 5879) while a
file Is being processed.

Growing downwards from
address [4)EBFF Is the catalogue
stack. Each entry takes exactly
twenty bytes, so Ihe first entry
will begin at address 4{EBEC),

Ihe second entry al [4)EBD8, and
so on. Each entry in Ihe
catalogue stack is

' "'

too lOftl eflle

catalogue stack as there are
tiles in the tile slack. The top of

the file stock is pointed to by the
system varible [SF _NEXT) at
address SB83. This is a two byte
system variable containing on
address which Is always
assumed to point inlo page
seven (le page-code (4)). This

means Ihol Ihe catalogue slack
can never grow beyond (4]C000
— as a consequence Ihere is a
maximum limit on Ihe number of

contain — five hundred ond
sixty-two in fact. This means that

ZX Computing Monthly
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Ihe file-stack may In turn contain
at most 562 files, ana iheretore
ihe maximum number of files

which mav be saved In RAMdisc
is 562. however small the files

might be.
Ai the fop of the catalogue

stack Is a twenty byte
Information block called Ihe
"end-ot-cat" marker. Only three
of Us bytes are important,

Information contained by ei

entry In the catalogue stack.

the

it figur 5 Ihe

corresponding information
contained by the end-ol-

catalogue marker.
Bearing all of this In mind, we

program of this article, which is

called SUPERCAT! The program
may be called from BASIC with
Ihe command: RANDOMIZE USR
33200 which runs the machine
code from Ihe label SUPERCAT.
Note lhal (RAMTOP) must be less

than C00O, so that the switching
of pages will not affect the
machine stack.

The program will list on the
screen a complete and highly
detailed catalogue ot

everything saved In RAMdisc —
it will tell you what kind of tile it

is. its aufo-run line number (if il

has one), lis intended location (If

ifsCODE}: and so on. I! you
examine this program you

00 SF_NAfv1E (ten bytes):

0A SF_START (three bytes):

0D SF_LEN (three bytes):

10 SF„END (three bytes):

FLAG (one byte):

assuming that IX

Filename, with trolling spaces If

K + 13

Page-coded address of start ot

file In file-slack.

Length of fife, including header
info.

Page-coded address ot first byte
In file-slack beyond end file.

Normally reset (unless file

construction incomplelej.

This Is the information contained by the end-ot-calalogue marker,
assuming that IX polnls to Ihe first byte. Note that this marker Is

Indexed by (4)(ST _NEXT).

IX+00 (ten bytes): Not used.
IX + 0A SF_START (three bytes): Page-coded address ot first

spare byte In RAMdisc.
IX+0D (seven bytes): Not used.

should see how Ihe silicon disc
area works, quite comprehen-
sively. If you're a masochist you
mighl also like lo reter to the lasi

arl'cki in Ihe STREAMS AND

CHANNELS series which ended
quite recenlly In ZXC.

Next month I'll be looking at
the possibilities tor extending

the 128. See you then,BASIC o
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Disc Manager
Bradway Software
£10.50

C^lsc Manager trom Bradway
Software is a comprehensive lile

and disc maintenance utility,

Including a file copier, a disc

doctor, and comprehensive
9-page manual. The loader
program provides you with four

options: Disc doctor. File tronster.

Select load disc, Select save
disc Disc doctors provides
facilities for examining the free

space left on the disc printing a
full catalogue, or getllng even
more Information about a file. It

allows you to select files for

Ing, r

block from the disc ir

3 He
>the

Spectrum memory: the contents
can then be examined, edited
and finally writien back to a
disc.

The arrangement of the files

on a disc, along with the
location of the empty sectors Is

provided by the "list block"
facilities which will also list to

the printer. "Modify block" allows

you to alter the contents of a
block and the "write block"
facility permits saving the
contents of an edited block
back on the disc offer suitable

The file copier allows you to

select and copy a file or groups
of files from one disc to another.

The program checks to make
sure that the save or load disc Is

In the appropriate drive. It

copied a disc from my 178K 3.5"

drive to my 720K 5.25" drive

without difficulty. However, it does
this by loading tiles Into the
computer memory (29K Is

available) and awaiting a
keypress before saving; patience
Is necessary, or a large brick on
the keyboard! The copy program
Is optimised to use the minimum
disc space and files are copied
n tie o I. This

you to keep precious groups ol

files together, and also to assign

a precedence to Hies which
have lo be saved on a fairly lull

disc
Finally, the Instruction manual

contains some Invaluable

Information on how to recover
damaged or erased files (the

erase, of course, merely deletes
the catalogue title]. It tells you
how to search the disc, check
the blocks, re-Insert a name Into

the directory, and recover the
file that went missing. Great stuff!

Most ol my gripes concern
two-disc systems or large
capacity discs For those with a
single disc system, 1 would
recommend this program; go
ahead and buy if. It is still

helpful to users ot twin discs of

similar sizes, and Indeed, useful,

though not perlect, for those who
have discs of two different sizes.

My principal Irritations were with
the clumsy transfer system: wllh a
two disc system, the transfer,

once Initiated, should be

you have lo go right back to the
start every lime you wish to

change source or destination
drive, and then reload the
transfer program; not a good
Idea. There Is no single-key
"compact" option, no "rename
disc" option, and no single-key

"format" option: this ts useful If

you wish to extend the
catalogue file, particularly
necessary with large capacity
discs, but again this facility also

Is lacking.
Hopefully, for users of more

complex disc systems, an
upgrade Is In the pipeline.

John Wose
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The British Empire

attempts to strike back.

Zulu War
CCS
£8.95

n 1B79 General Chelmsford,
commending Ihe British forces in

Africa decided that the only
wov to stop the disputes

e Boers and the Zulus
d lake over their two

d govern Ihem. The
resulting "police" action was
one ol the worst massacres In
British history as the highly
trained British troops gunned

ZULU WAR

produce a challenging
game with o difference.

Two separate scenarios

Same tape In which betwt
3.000 and 4B.00O Zulus alt

unprepared British regimer
The British begin both

square formations that you must"

Barren landscape. The size of

square thai is made up from

rigid

lotailv

different but well organised

advantage of fire power and
can gun down the Zulus from a
distance and have Ihe
formidable lancer and cavalry
regiments These key soldiers con

i distance

although even this represents 60
trained soldiers. The Zulus swarm
ol you in their famous horned
beast formoTlon with the main
body supported by two flanking
horns. This Iramples the enemy
under a wove ol spears. Even
though Ihe figures are little more
lhan UDGs which shuttle olong
at o snail's pace, they make a
refreshing change from Ihe
usual wargamlng symbols and
remind me ol my old figure wot-

h charges <

XllO-.isly w:l

ok Zulu li

d fighl

rt their i. The
r the British

jse this advant-
age effectively as they attack in

than Ihe armed British and are
formidable hand-to-hand
fighters. As British commander
you'd better not let Ihem gel too

ir you'll quickly k
troops and firepower or
an Alamo style defeat.

Three levels ol play e

"m GREAT



A super-smooth shoot

torn up from Kewcon.

^»unrunner hos on Instantly

lorgettable plot (save the planel
Itom doom etc) but very

players.
Evan the basic gameplay

idea sounds less than promising
— It's a left to light scrolling

game in which you manoeuvre
your Gunrunner character over c

pipe system, avoiding hovering
scanning orbs, bombs, deadly
domes— 1 lelhal Hying

objects. Ihe execution of the
gams, however. Is superb, your
character is remarkably mobile
and very smoothly animated.
When a string ot flying gadgets
appears behind you your
character can duck down, turn

and shoo) In one fluid

movement. But this is lust one ot

his actions, he's Just as flood In

the running and Jumping
deportments too. All this agility Is

essential as the howrds appear
very quickly and In no set order
II you go back to the beginning
having lost one of your lives

there's no telling how the
defending hardware wilt have
te-grouped for the next game

Along the way there are
objects to pick up extra lire-

power, poison shields and a Jet

pac. Ihe poison allows you to

clear the screen of nasties

several times, the shield allows
temporary invulnerability again!
direct hits and the let pack will

give you a short-lived airborne
Interlude.

II you manage- to llghl your
way through a level you must
look forward for a pedestal
which will transport you lo the
next level. A good [but
exasperating) touch occurs at
you stand on the pedestal when
a last minute wave ot nasties
can dispose of you before you
are transported. In between
levels there's a bonus shoot out,

where havering In your jet pack,
you must pick otl waves of hi-

tech naslles until you ate hit.

Gunrunner is a sophisticated
shool-em up with advanced
animation, challenging game-
play and plenty of shoot-em-up
action. Its ten levels of difficulty

should provide enough
strenuous ducking, dodging and
blasting to soflsfy even the most
demanding arcade player.

OSTIili
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QtCOLUMN
Brian Becket with news

on the QL scene.

-ATE Is not kind and my QL

order but not soon enough
me to play around with some
software packages long due for

a review In these hallowed
pages, So general news and
rumour will have to do tor this

month. First ot all, let me correct
a previous report on ABC
Elektronlc's up-coming(soon -to be
up-comlng QL up-grade kit.

Contrary to previous reports, It

does not Include disc drives or a
disc Interface but the main box
does have room tor their

Inclusion. Those cunning West
German's at ABC may devise
good QL products but their
ngllsh leaves something to be

desired and their handout a
couple of Mlcrotalrs ago was
worded In such a way that I

read the Inclusion of disc drives
In the up-grade kit. So forget any
great bargain and while the
ABC kit still looks good, It Isn't

looked back (hen. With a bit of
luck, the folk at ABC will hire an
English PR release writer and
concentrate their time on other
and better things.

In the meantime. Digital

Precision (which Is handling the
ABC upgrade kit In this country)
Is releasing Its own keyboard
and an upgrade kit Is available.
I'm not sure at the moment
whether the upgrade kit Is the
ABC one or not but the
keyboard Is Digital's Its known as
the "Deluxe Keyboard" and sells

for £89.95. It has 83 keys with on-
board number pad and Is

designed for maximum typing

suspiciously like a prototype
keyboard I saw exhibited at the
same price at a recent Micro-
lair by some company or other
based In the North and, If Its the

s one. It looks like a bit of

Is growing by leaps and bounds,
The QL ship has gone under
and somebody had to reach the
lifeboat first. Given Digital's

excellent product record I'm

Slad It was them and — If

Igltal acquires a virtual

monopoly on QL products or
their distribution, it should prove
no bad thing.

Digital's deluxe keyboard Is

compatible with all QL disc
drlvesJInterfaces, RAM
expansions, printers, mice and
software: In other words, It Is fully

compatible with the myriad
products and addlons which are
either still available or had their

brief moment of glory In the
marketplace Its an external
board so you get another
peripheral but It connects easily
by cable to an Interface fitting

Into the 8049 co-processor
socket. No soldering or
electronics experience Is

required. There aie five user-

programmable function keys. Its

black and matches the old
Sinclair box that we known and
love so well. I haven't had a
chance fo type on one yet but

i keyboard as the
prototype I played with at that
Mlcrofalr) the feel ot the keys Is

excellent and rivals the BBC a*

going o

my very own electronic
typewriter. I will be reporting
further details when I get one to
try for real, kick around and
otherwise abuse for your

Meanwhile, over at Schon. the
company's slot-In QL keyboard Is

now available with plastic
moulded keys and an external
IBM-type QL board Is due on Ihe
market In a lew weeks. If Schon
meets Its schedule, It should be
available by the time you read
all this so give them a call and
ask how much It costs (they
neglected to tell me) or
whatever else you want to know
about It before I report further on
the matter. Besides, Schon likes

calls. The MD called me up a
week or so ago to ask when my
review of the slot-in keyboard
was coming out because he
hadn't had any calls from
anybody out there as yet. I

pointed out that his keyboard
review was on the stands at the

didn't mention that
this column |ust might not have
any readers to call him up So
help prove that there Is

Intelligent. QL-lite In the universe
and ring up Schon It you are
Interested in a keyboard or II

you would like lo show them lhat
somebody out there really does

For the latest on the software
front, we have to go back to

Digital yet again. Soon to be
released Is a desk-top publishing
package or (as the company
was being a shade quiet on the
subject for Ihe moment)
something along these lines This

can only be good news as desk-
top publishing Is not only all the
rage but Is Ideally suited to the
QL which has lew other markets
to appeal to A month or so ago,
1 briefly reviewed the Front Page
QL desk-top program for the Ql,
which so far has the Held pretty
much to Itself, and noted the
QL's growing popularity with
small groups putting out news-
sheets, handouts and so on. With
the QL being cheap (If you can
still find one on the High Street]

or a second hand bargain, Its a
natural for groups without a lot

of money to throw around who
need a quality computer with
lots ot goad, economical
software available The Fronl
Page Is a good product wllh, as
the company admits, certain
limitations dictated by the
product's low price II Digital Is

entering the Held, I would
expect an excellent product al
a reasonable price.

last month, I suggested that
all diehard QL owners without
disc drives Immediately start

looking lor some The last few
weeks nave only reinforced this

opinion and, to risk beating an
old drum, I stand behind this

opinion even more firmly than
before I've now had several

more mlcrodrlves go haywire
and while most ol the data can
be saved the things are now as
oul-dated as the pyramids and
far less Interesting, If you are
going to keep the old QL ticking
over for any serious purpose
disc drives are Inevitable and
you might as well bite the bullet

ZX Computing Monthly



I I the computer press is

Nobody Is buying lull-priced

games apparently (unless they're
conversions ol coin-op titles),

and certainly Mastertronlc, If

they're not taking over the world,
are taking over Melbourne

There are a number ol
software houses competing lor

the budget market but for the
most port It's a three way light

these days. Mastertronlc were
the first In the field, closely
(Mowed by Firebird's Silver

range, and these two have been
slogging It out enthusiastically
(or a while now. Recently though,
Code Masters, the label founded
by a couple ol ex-Mastertronlc
programmers, has made quite
an Impact with games such as
BMX Simulator and Terra

This month we've received
some new releases from all three
of these companies, giving us a
good chance to r

Firebird
Personally I've not been as
Impressed with Firebirds stuff as I

have with Masterl ionic's or Code
Masters', but they have been
Improving a bit lately. Thrust was
perhaps Their best release for

the Spectrum, and Thrust II, whilst

basically the same, added a
couple ol frills to the addictive
formula. Their latest game,
Tubaruba, Is a fairly run of the
mill effort. You have to find your
way around a school building

h the usual
assortment of deadly sprites,

ladders and so on, and while
this Is the sort of thing that could
hove been sold at full price a
couple of years ago it's still a bit

bland by today's standards

Mastertronic
There were quite a few
Mastertronic releases just after
Christmas, but they've been o
little blf qulef lately (probably
busy planning to release
Melbourne House's back
catalogue as budge! titles. . .)

They recently added the £2.99
label. Bulldog, to their stable
and got oft to a Hying start with
Feud [reviewed last monlh).
Colony, the lastest Bulldog
game Isn't quite so good. It's

basically a maze game set on a
distant planet In which you have
to control an android and
protect the crops planted by the
human settlers.

Colony Is very much In the
mould of Mastertronic's £1.99
games and graphically bears
quife a resemblance to many ol
their other maze games, though
for the additional pound the
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presentation and control options
have been made a little more
sophisticated.

Meanwhile, bat
label, Basterscan
oddity. It claims tc be an
animated adventure requiring
no arcade skills at all. This Isn't

strictly true as the game puts
you In control ot yet another
android (this time known as
MSB], one which looks and
moves like a beach ball, so
you'll need a little bit ot arcade
skill to control Its movements.
Your task Is to move MSB around
a damaged spacecraft and
repair Its engine and scanner
systems. Along Ihe way you'll be
presented with a number of

logical puzzles, bul as well as
solving these you'll actually
spenda fair bit ol time figuring
out lust what the point ol Ihe
game Is (at least I had to,

anyway). It's not the sort of game
that will appeal to arcade
addict, but II you're Into games
that require a bit ol thought then
Rasterscan could prove quietly
addictive.

Code Masters
It's been a good month for Code
Masters, with five of fhelr games
arriving for review, and. apari
from the unfortunate Bralnache
(reviewed elsewhere this Issue,

along with Transmuter)ihey're all

faring quite well. Transmuter is a
good version of Ihe old
Scramble format, and Ghost
Hunten ("featuring voice
synthesis") Is one of the better
platform games to come our
way recently. Set In a haunted
house. Ihe game sets you the
task of rescuing someone who
has been trapped within Ihe
house. There are all sorts ot

ghoullth sprites out to do away
with you, but fortunately you're
armed with a ghost busflng rifle

which evens Ihe odds somewhat.
there's nothing at all original

about platlorm games, b

thought out quite well. You
e £1.99 your rifle by moving a halrr.

ot an sight around the screen, bu
you're doing this your

ol whether to u

Generally speaking. Code
Masters' games seem to be a
little less lormulorlsed than those
ol Firebird or Mostertronlc who

fond of the dated maze game
format. This seems to be paying
ott for the newer Code Masters
and they've done well to

establish themselves so quickly
whilst other budget labels (even

Super Robin Hood is along
similar lines, except that It's

Robin Hood helping out Maid
Marian In a mediaeval setting.

Star Runner is from
programmer Christian Urquhart
(who's lust released a lull price
game on Hewson's label). It's a
simple game involving guiding
a running figure along a route
doffed with fire pits, stumbling
blocks, robot guards and Ihe
tike The graphics ore quite nice,

but fhe game does seem to be
a bit too simple to olfer a lasting

hi big is Elite

and US. Gold) have tailed Ic

make a denl in the apparent
MastertronldFlreblrd monopoly. II

I had to pick a couple of games
Irom this month's budget
releases I'd go for Transmulers
and Ghost Hunters. Thai puts
Code Masters ahead this month,
with Maslertronlc In second
place and Firebird In third.

Still, a month Is a long time In

budget software so perhaps next
month things will change

Thrust 3 Irom Firebird. .
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Adventure, news,

reviews and advice,

from Pete Sweasey's

dungeon.

ormolly the supply of
- —""l up at this time

n 19B7; some bio
r review this month, with

3\ biggie Is The
Shadows of Mordor. the
inexplicably named sequel to

lord Or Ihe Rings. Game One
This has been long awaited by
adventurers, though no!
necessarily in eager
anticipation. More in hope that

it would be better than the first

The first adventure was, to be
frank, pretty awful. It was mind-
numblngly slow, not least due to

that ridiculous routllne ol moving

Ttt*

pictures of Ihe characters
around Ihe screen (might hove
looked a good Idea on paper
— but boy was It poor In

practice). The graphics were
rarer than Jokes In ITV sitcoms,
and worse quality too (almost
level 9 standard). The teit was
dull, the 'problems' even duller.

The moronic programmers
presumably thought It would be
tunny to add little anachronisms
like photographs and references
to heavy metal music, but
Tolkien lans were rightly

Incensed. Seme Interesting

people) price ol £14.95, part ol

many of the potential buyers
would already have, and you
have a true software disaster.

Alan Davis, author of Runeslone
ond fellow ZX contributor, said
this about II; "sheer

b offers rtme
progra
with itself, and the gam<
been swamped by the attempt
at technical sophistication (In

which respect LOR was not that
special anyway, when
compared with Level 9's Worm In

Paradise Irom around Ihe same
time). You needed remarkable
perseverance to reach the end. I

did not. Incidentally. Add to this

an unallocable (for most

marvellous lor a lew days —
perhaps o case of Ihe Emperor's
new clolhes — but now It

gathers Ihe dust, unplayed and
Indeed, unplayable It's ha id lo

localve Phillip Mitchell lor this

Before I press on (lots to be
done this month) a word about
ratings, or rather eight words: do
not take too much notice Of

Iheml I am a tertibly Indecisive
person — well, quite indecisive
— no, very indecisive — anyway.
I am rarely certain aboul which
ot the grades lo give a game
And, of course, games which
gain the same rating are not ot
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Identical quality: a 'Great' game
could be just a smidgeon away
from Monsler Hitdom, or almost a
'Good' but saved by a
particularly Interesting feature,
the Important point Is to read
the review; the rating Is only a
rough guide The only certainty
Is that a Monster Mlt Is of

outstanding quality — but even
then. II may no) appeal to

everyone.
)ugh ol

"

with the rev

EAPTHSHOCK
8th Day
£3.99

Another title Irom Eighth Day,
pioneers In quality budget
adventures, and the people
behind the wonderful HRH. This is

In (heir new 'Grallx' range,
though pictures are conspicuous
by their sparsity. and when they
do appear, they are distinctly
average.

Earthshock has a lot ot text,

because it is a compressed
Quilled game. On one sldo of
the fape Is the text and graphics
version, where the words are
pretty verbose, on the other Is

the text only, where veritable
floods of text appear. The writing
is generally above average,
though sometimes tedious.

The theme is a bit dreary, a
futuristic fantasy science tlctlon

thingy, where as a member of a
posl-apocolypllc tribe you must
battle with the droids who have
taken over the world. I'm fed up
wllh working out how to use
futuristic technology (there
always seem to be slots for

inserting cards Into) Still, there
ore some nice touches, and the
scenario Is pleasantly detailed.
You receive an admirably tull

Inslrucflonlstory booklet, very
good for four quid.

The adventure is entertaining
enough lor bud gel, though
vocabulary Is weak (lor example,
wllh "a pile ol rubble," SEARCH
RUBBLE Is fruitful, SEARCH PILE
and "you find nothing unusual"),
and the problems are nothing
astounding An innovative
leature Is three way' play — at
one point you make a decision
which sends you on one ol three
sub-quests, and determines one
of three end-games. So
theoretically, you can play three
times Decide tor yoursell
whether this Is good or
gimmicky.
Some above-average features,

enjoyable, but I
feel Blh Day are

capable of better.

GOOD*

THE SIDNEY AFFAIR
Infogrames
£8.95

The Sidney Aitair. sequel to The
Veia Cruz Alfoir, is in a very
similar style, and has an
unimaginatively similar title.

Again you are a French police
chief, again there is a grisly

murder to be solved, and again
you face the even harder task of
using the 'Diamond' network.
France's police computer system.

As before, the game has two

Ihe crime (two ol them) are
portrayed, with rather neat
graphics, and by moving a
magnifying glass over them you
attempt to zoom In on clues.

Here you con find the victim's
identity and some other details
(check out the brlelcase). Part

two allows you to lake
statements, perform an autopsy
and ballistic examinations, and
(try to) use the infernal computer
to gain information on police
records and other forces related

ons. Then correlate the

evidence and make the arrest.

Simple . .

.

My thoughts are as tor Vera
Cruz: really only the case details
have changed. The same sense
ot genuine Investigation exists:

Ihe joy ot detecting leads
hidden within statements is worth
experiencing. However, when
stuck, I'm still uncertain as to

whether I'm on the right track
but entering Ihe wrong
computer commands, or
whether what I'm trying to do is

friendliness Is needed,
especially as lew of us Brlls

understand the French system ot

departments and regions, or
their formats for things like

telephone numbers.
II you like Cruz, you'll like this.

More of the same - slick,

Funnily enough, only one of the
games on this compilation Is

written solely by Scott Adams.
One is written wllh a chap
called Phillip Case, anolher Is

co-written with his wife Alexis,

while the fourth is written entirely

by her. Still. "S cott-And-Alex Is-

Adams-wlth-Ph
1 1 lip-Case Scoops"

is a somewhat less engaging
title, I guess. The Important thing
Is, all Ihe games here are In that
distinctive Scott Adams style
we're come to know and hate
Some of you may never have

played a Scott Adams game. In

which case consider yoursell
lucky. Way back In the mlsls of

computing time (le. during the

late seventies) he was one ol the
first people to release an
adventure lor a home computer
(a TRS80. or something similar).

For this computer's extremely
limited capabilities what he
produced was remarkably good,
so It sold welt. Time moved on,
better computers wllh greater
memory arrived, Ihe market
changed — but Adams did not.

He kept on churning out games
which fitted Into 8K, converting
them tor the new computers as
they arrived. His name being a
venerable one. people bought
his adventures even though he
was a dinosaur who should have

out ol respect lor what he once
was. though, II written by anyone
else the games would have
been Ignored. Their only
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redeeming (actor was the
quality of nls puzzles — fiendish
and ingenious. Unfortunately, the
parser was always very limited.
the text brief to the point of
ridicule, the responses few and
sloppy.

He would probably never
nuvtj buuueeaea in me
Spectrum market, except that his
lirst games released on the
Speccy were enticing licensed
names — The Hulk and
Splderman — and that they
were accompanied by some
stunning graphics, at the time
the best the Spectrum had

But this US Gold compilation
does not consist of those more
attractive Adams productions It

contains four TEXT-ONLY
adventures, previously
unreleased on the spectrum (as

far as I know). Three of these
were originally written over five

years ago; the fourth is based
on a film no-one In this country
has heard of. Hardly a
tantalizing package, Is It?

The games are Pirate
Adventure, a beginner's game
with self explanatory theme:
Vodoo Castle, a supernatural
quest to save a Count's life;

Strange Odyssey, a space

unpiayably c I. though It

would have been quite good
when written: and Buckaroo
Baniai The last really Is an
oddity. The film Is very weird,
apparently Incomprehensible
science fiction fantasy which
completely flopped on Its Initial

American release (around two or
three years ago) and has never
been seen here, though If has
since developed a cult following
In the States Even stronger Is the
game, which Is In the typical
curt Adams' style, and Is

completely meaningless and
pointless If you haven't seen the
film. Which, of course, you
cannol have done. I managed
to find out a little about
Buckaroo from a cinema
magazine I read, but US Gold's
utterly worthless Instructions tell

you lust this "Only by unravelling
the many puzzles set by Scott
Adams do you stand any
chance of completing this

futuristic adventure." (What John
Cleese would coll a bleedingly
obvious statement. How else do
you complete an adventure? By
spreading a cheese sandwich
over the keyboard?) "Sef In Ihe
world of pop groups and
science (lotion." Very Informative.
On the Spectrum. Scott

Adams without graphics Is like a
radio version of a Charlie
Chaplin silent film. The text Is no

compensation. Here Is an
example of Vodoo Castle at Its

most descriptive: "I am In a
room In the castla Visible Hems:
A big kettle."

The vocabulary does not even
Include WEAR or I [though the
imbeclllcally Inept Instructions
claim that It does).

Having read all this, you may
be wondering why the game Is

not getting Ihe lowest possible
ZX rating fa 'Groan 1

). Well,
considering there are fouf
games on a £10 tape, they work
out as budget titles - £2.50
each. As such they are not
entirely bad. The puzzles are fun
to crack, and the lack of
distracting features (like text,

graphics, a decent porser or a
noticeable number of locations)
tends to concentrate the mind.
So for some good problem
solving - I realize Ihere are
people who like Scott Adams
style of games even If don't
understand why — this might be
worth buying. But anyone else —
sleer clear. This Is adventuring at

GRIM

H E L P L I N E

This month's helpline is mostly
devoted to two games about
which I constantly receive a lot

of moll. It seems appropriate to
begin with the dreadful Lord Ot
The Rings Game 1. As I said In

had the patience, ncr the time
to complete this As a result, a
number of helpline requests on It

have been piling up In a corner
of the dungeon. I'M now attempt
to answer them, by using a
solution sent to me by
Rochdale's master-adventurer.
John Wilson. WARNING: these
solutions are explicit, step by
step guides!

Charles James Is trying to

complete the quest set by Ihe
Monk near Radagast in the first

part. When he sets the task, go
N, W, N. W, S to find the Green
Knight. Attack and deleat him.
and take the broken medallion
lhat he leaves behind. Now
retrace your steps to the Monk,
then go N. E, SE to the red Lady,
who you must kill, and whose
meddlllon should also be
collected. The monk will now
allow you to pass through the

door. KNOCK, WAIT a

Radagast will appear. He will

give you the magic words which
release the powers of the pale
green jewels, and will enable
you to pass the Black Riders (of

course, you could Jusl avoid

Surviving the mines of Morla Is

our next task, set by Andrew
McMaster. Having said "Friend"
and entered, ana having
attacked Ihe tentacles, go east.
Now that you're In the mines, go
up. east three times, down twice,
west three times, down once and
you should be In a corridor.
PUSH HORSE and the slab will

open. Go east three limes, up
and east into a room. EXAMINE
and READ the things you find
here. WAIT tor Ores to appear,
bash them. E, WAIT and Gandall
will chat to you. E and LIGHT
CANDLE WITH MATCH. DOWN
twice, S, D, S to Ihe square room.
Make sure your party Is with you;
if not, backtrack to collect them.
Now S. D and proceed E until

you reach the bridge Something
thrilling happensl When told to

flee, continue easl and you'll

emerge In a dale, This Is only a
basic route through; there Is

more to do If you want to
Help In the Lothlorien area, for

A. Jobber, and Nicolas Claux
from Portugal (ZX Is read
worldwide). Having arrived at

the eastern bank on the
Nlmrodel, an elf will enter. WAIT,
then proceed EAST to the river.

Here, the best policy Is to SAY TO
EL: HELP', and to SAY TO GIMLI
'GO NW" (since they don'l get
on). When he has gone, you
must go NE, over the rope, and
WAIT. W, WAIT again. When the
doors have opened, head E to
the tree, Ihen UP, and SAY TO
GALADRIEL "HELP"

Questprobe
On to Questprobe 3. Very few
people have solved It, not least
because many of the copies
seem to be bugged. I am
Indebted to Malcom Harden
who has sent me a complete
solution. I have not been able to

check it fully — my copy Is a
pre-production one. so probably
in even less working order than
the rest - but I'm sure it's all

correct. Marcus Beer wants to
move Blob. This should be done
towards the end of the game
You need the cannon from Ihe
circus lent, and the gunpowder
from Latverla. Outside the castle,
as Thing (must hove taken
someone ages to create thai
name) LOAD CANNON. GO
CANNON. Switch to Human Torch
and AIM CANNON AT BLOB
FLAME ON HIGH, LIGHT FUSE (II

begins to bum). THROW FLAME AT
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BLOB - he will dodge to avoid II

while Thing will be fired Into the
wall he was blacking.

Nicolas Claux has managed
to gain access to the tunnels for
Thing, but Is now stuck. From the
wall of (Ire where you Nghl the
candle, go W. S, S, E, S. You'll tlnd
a place where air Is sucked In
— represented In the
astonishingly verbose Adams
style by the word "Woooooo."
SWITCH to the Torch, fly up to the
cove [FLAME ON HIGH). REST for a
bit, then THROW HIGH FLAME AT
BOULDER. This chips off a pebbla
EXAMINE BOULDER, and, together
with the re-appearance ol the
"Woooooo" noise, It would seem
Torch Is at the top of the shaft
we left Thing under. PUSH PEBBLE
UNDER BOULDER. SWITCH and
WAIT until it appears at Thing's
end. Then he can THROW PEBBLE
HARD UP As Malcolm says. NOT
the most obvious ot sentence
constructions

. . . This should
also help Andrew Bennett.

Marcus Beer Is also freezing to
death in the coach In Dracula
(cheap tour company,
obviously). LOOK AROUND and
you'll find a seat. LIFT SEAT.
EXAMINE DOOR - lockedl So,
REMOVE CROSS. INSERT CROSS
and TURN CROSS, an improvised
key, you seel OPEN DOOR. LOOK
and you'll find some blankets.
Gavin Woods needs to scale the
dark brick wall In the third part
ol the same splnechlller. If you
head E Ihen S Irom the bricked
up gate, and LOOK ABOUND, you
will discover a tree. Climb II to
see what's on the other side —
loo big a ]ump however. So CUT
TREE with the axe you found In
the small hut [by smashing the
window). Now If you climb tree,

you will be on the top of Ihe
wall. Head west twice, then
north, and LOOK AROUND for a
means to reach the ground, A
little hint Ihough — once you out
down the tree, find someone
who wants the axe. They will be
most helpful In return.

Finally, brlel aid tor Gordon
Vooght with The Vera Cruz Affair.

To examine wrlllng, enter
GRAPHOLOGICAL
examination. Vou
any Information on Georges

find

Now. now. Leave the flickering
screen and go get some
sunstroke, sand in your toes and
skin cancer. Let me do the
worrlng, let me be the pale one,
let me solve your adventuring
problems!

Fill in the coupon printed
here, read the small print below,
then post it to Mlndplay, No 1
Golden Square, london W1R 3AB
and before you can say "Phew!
What a scorcherl" or "McGasklll
was wrong AGAIN!" you will

know Ihe answer.
British cor respond ants, please

enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope if you want a personal
reply rather lhan wait some
monlhs for the magazine to
come out. If you ore writing Irom
abroad, just enclose an
envelope — I'll add the postage.
I try to respond within two
months but I can lake longer [on
the other hand, y~" —might

late replay).
ONLY DEAL WITH ADVENTURES. Not
arcade games: nor technical
problems (write to Crosswlres
about those); nor arcade
adventures (Gargoyle games
Included, not even Heavy on The
Maglck). Please put Ihe name of
the game you're writing about
on the back ol the envelope
And PLEASE don't write letters
asking lor general solutions — I

just don't have the time to write
these out tor everyone. (They can
be obtained, however, Irom
clubs like Adventure probe —
write to me lor details.)

Enjoy your June, and II you

Wer for

Ice cream van, buy

\
Summertime Blues
The days are reaching their
longest, the sun shines bright,
Ihe beaches beckon, and the
sound ot sneeilng hay lever
sufferers fills the air. Yes,
summertime Is getting Into full

swing. And are you out their
enloylng It? "Not" you cry. Why
not? "Because," you screom In
anguish, "we're hunched over
our computers and won't leave
until we solve this blooming
adventure game. We're almost al
Ihe end — but we just can't gel
Itis precise wording,"
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Another big adventure

release this month, Lord

of The Rings, part II.

THE SHADOWS OF
MORDOR
Melbourne r

£7.95

;: Shadows o!

Improvement 01

d ol The Rings Gome t The

Trilogy, The Two Towets (so i.

wasn't It called that?), and 1= ...»

continued quest of the hobbit
Frodo, and his (fiend Som, to

dispose ot a magic ring before
the evil Sauran gels his hands on
it, or rather his evil finger

through It.

Screen presentation looks
famlllor — the same style as
game one except those
margins'' which housed the

Irritating laces have
disappeared, as. thankfully, have
the visages themselves. In fact

the game is text only, though as
a peculiar freebie. the B-side

contains what amounts to a
middle earth Travel Brochure;
many scenes from the game are
Illustrated in a flick-through
gallery. Though simple, some ot

these views are highly attractive,

and It's a shame they were not

included in the main game
(apparently they will be on the
126 version).

The descriptive text Is sadly

range ol dry hills." Not really an
advance on The Hobbit, is it?

The text Is made to look long by
listing, in a clinical manner, who
Is there, what those people are
carrying, and any oblects [these
are always referred to with a
couple ot adjectives, as In "the
heavy round rock.") The text has
no variety, no passion — and so
lacks atmosphere, surely a vital

component ol Tolkien's work,

Then we have the parser, the
performance of which

should a
:..

e thol
:i things

string of commands, the last of

which Is not understood, none of

them are performed, it also

natural conversation, lor

example saying SAM "GIVE THE
BOOK TO ME PLEASE", because
words like PLEASE are nof
understood. In most games, the
action would be performed
anyway The parser here Is too
clever tor its own good.

The vocabulary Is large, but

Character interaction Is bound
to be limited It the gome does
not understand ony question

occasslanally expected to enter

as POLE RAFT (a duel).
The most endearing feature of

Shadows ol Mordoi Is Its

problems, which Involve
complex object manipulation, I

alternatives For example, to
descend the clltf at the start, the
best way Is to use some rocks,

but I devised a way whereby
Sam would uproot a tree, and I

would go down the hole this

created. This method works,
though unfortunately It also
causes Sam to be splatfed! Few
other games would allow you to

vary and experiment In that way

So. Shadows ol Moidor Is

cheap, complicated and fun to

play. However, I strongly (eel If

does not do Tolkien's work
justice. I can't help thinking that

produce an equally
sophisticated and far mote
friendly program, with more to

do, and much more atmosphere
and subtlety. Only a program
like thai would truly capture the
magic ol The Lord Ol The Rings.

Pole Sweosey

the parser (.__.
I one ( the words

nput, it refuses to do any
Is means If you type In a



A quartet of Indoor

games from Advance.

mpllatlon of Ir

sports. You can hang up your
skis and running shoes lor this
one as they are indoor games
that even/one must hove plowed

The gamelope contains a
main program thai includes a
menu tram which you can load
In the lour events. Although they
can be ployed In any order Its

best to tackle In the order they
appear on Ihe tape

Air hockey Is without doubt
my favourite game as I've spent
lany a n the a

smashing my ki

attempt To drive the puck into
my opponent's goal. In the real
game the puck Is supported by
a cushion of air and can reach
some Incredible speeds when It

can zip off the table and hit
some unsuspecting space
Invader. The computer version of
this doesn't have that importanf
feature but II does offer four
computer opponents, three
game speeds and the smoo" '

graphics you are ever likely

Darts has never been done
well on a computer and this

one's as good, If not better than
mosf. Ihe event consists of (wo
screens, one to aim the dart and
keep score and the other Is a
graphic view ot the player
throwing the dart. The first screen
Is the business end o! the game
and Is where the players decide

the other
computer chalks off

and the game
until either one player

.e double to finish a 301,

701 game or a player
"'

ie that ticks away
of the screen. This

of darts Is timed to

prevent slow play I

Table
'

great skill of mine but now you
con play, get hammered but
without the embarrassment.

You can play either a single
match or a series up lo Ihe best

can be played ot beginner,
normal (fast) or hyperdrlve (very
fast) speeds so It's wise fo opt tor

the additional auto move option
that automatically moves your
bat to meet the ball leaving you
fo mls-llme the shot. Take on loo
much straight away and you"ll
certainly get beaten by a
ruthless opponent.
An additional feature allows

you to bias a match by
assigning between 6 and 20 skill

points to each player and can
be distributed between
smashing, forehand, backhand,
reactions, speed an

'

factors that effects tj

and skill of the ghost like bat
thot hovers above the table

As with all the events fhe
attention to detail Is extra-
ordinary, particularly the subtle
difference In shading of the
ball's shadow, that makes It look
like a reflection in the polished
table top

The fourth and final event will

leave you skittled as the ten pin
bowling Is probably the hardest

The game begins with a side
-' — r bowler competing

begins his run up By selecting
joystick positions you can stand
him anywhere In Ihe fane and
select the general direction you
wanl the ball to go In. The tricky
bit Is timing a final joystick press
as he swings the ball fo release
It, as It you press It too soon II

will drop on his loot for a foul.

Too late, and he'll follow II down
fhe alley as he lakes a nosedive!

To add to your problems you
con also curve the ball into the
skittles II you know what you're
doing but It's more likely It'll end
up In the gutter.

The scene now shifts to a
head-on view of the skittles as
Ihe ball careers down towards
them. Above the lane Is an
added comic touch as Ihe
game mimics your facial
expression as the ball either
sklltles the lot for a strike or falls

uselessly Info the gutter.

The game then switches back
to the old screen as a pen writes
In the score at the bottom ol the

you should It you si
strike or spare with your final

balls. Ten pin bowlers should find
compensation In the three olher
games for this omission — others
won't even notice Desplle this,

the bowling compares well with
US Gold's 10th Frame thai was
actually too realistic and
Included all the lengthy delays
In the real game as Ihe pins are
reset by the machine) With
Indoor Sports you get straight
Into the action.



looked at ways ol quickly
producing a cartoon-style
pidure, with speech bubble and
caption on screen, using the
minimum of memory. Now It's

time to gel things moving, and
the first thing we have to move is

the existing strip one picture to

on the right lor the new
illustration. The code from Table
A will do this tot you. Load It In.

reading across each line, using
Program 1. and SAVE with;

and VERIFY
If you want to try it without

loading In a picture type:

lo get a block of numbers at the
fop ot the screen. RANDOMIZE
USR 63905. You'll see the eleven
rows scroll eleven columns to the
left, and a bar appear at

column 21. To the right of the
bar Is a blank space This is

where fhe next picture and
coptlon will be drawn.

Before we go any further, try

this out:

PRINT "O"; (ENTER)

What happens? Apparently
nolhlng. Aclually you hove
printed a 'O'. but it's in the same
colour INK os the PAPER, and so
invisible, because the LSCROLL
routine ends by setting INK lo

INK 0: PRINT "O" (ENTER)

and you'll see a '0' to the right

ol the bar with a space before It.

That's where the first is!

Captions
You may be wondering what

the point ol this Is. The reason Is

that it enables us to draw the
nexl picture and caption
invisibly, then suddenly make It

ppear. How? Use program 1

[with the FOR ... TO values
altered to 63858 and 63904) to

LOAD In the code Irom Toble H
This new code will alter the
attributes (the data Hie In the
machine's memory which
controls screen colours) In fhe
picture box tc black on cyan,
and those In the caption box lo

black on yellow, as well as
resetting global INK to black lor

subsequent PRINTS. In the final

control routine you'll be able to

choose the picture box colours
but for the moment leave well

alone and try bath code blocks
out togelher with Program 2.

You'll see the screen Till with
numbers, then scroll. The PRINT
lines will suddenly appear In the
boxes, followed a moment later

by the INK reset message. This

will repeal. Press BREAK when
you get bored.

Belore you go any further

SAVE a copy ol the attributes

code with: SAVE "ATTR"CODE
63858,47 just In case yau get
vour eleclricitv cut oil!

Now we h
and captio
moving,

'"
's oboul li

e blocks that w
rtby

making a lisf ot what we need lo
know. We need the start address
ol the draw CODE, preferably
held In lowlhigh byte form. We
need a similar address for the
string!icon;bubble pointer dala
start. (In fulure we'll just call fhls

the rest CODE], We'll need the
value of the caption text poinler
— the start position ol fhe
caption in mS, and finally the
value ot the attribute to mi ihe

picture box. Ihe cheapest way
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m
pS(n.5) and pS(n,6) ana lastly Ihe
attribute value [stored in pS(n.7).
To calculate this enter PAPER • B
+ INK. The loop will repeat lor

each picture up to the value set
lor n, before SAVEing the DATA
array under the title "picdata".

II mtiy have crossed your
mind thai there may be
occassions when you don't want
any background drawn —
perhaps when a character Is

need an INPUT tc

lo hold this Information, byte-
wise, is lo use a string array set
lo three dimensions: the number
ol piclures to be called, the
number of bits ot Information to
be held (highllow lor drawCODE,
restCODE and pointer, and
attribute value, Is. 7) the
maximum length ol any bit ot
Information (a three figure
number).

So, our array will be
dimensioned p£(n,7,3] where n =
number ol pictures.

Editor
Having decided on the format,
we now need to get the
information. Program 3 is an
editor designed lo do the job for
you. When you're ready type it

in and RUN.
You'll be asked first ol all

whether you wont hard copy
(y/n), then tor the number of
pictures you need to cater for.

This will set the array and start

up the loop. As the loop runs
f the

rl address ot the

nd the

drawCODE s

picture. Enter tl

decimal address o
program will conve
low/high byte form and store It In

pS(n,1)and pS(n,2).

Follow this with Ihe reslCODE
start address (to be stored in

pE(n,3)ano ;.; -,.",: ml
START POINTER VALUE (stored In

conversing In close-up What we
will do here Is to craftily PLOT
and DRAW a point within the
black picture frame so that It

won'1 show. Whal is even more
crafty is lo use 16235 as Ihe
drawCODE start address. "Hold
on," I hear you say. "Thofs In the
ROM!" Yes, I know It Is, but that
doesn't matter, ft Just so happens
thot at this address there Is a
series ol bytes 84. 84, 84, 84,
which Is just what we needl
Similarly, If you only want a line
drawing set restCODE start

address to 54019 — There's a
string of 0s there, As for no
capllon. remember I suggested
you made the opening substring
ot mS twelve blank spaces? It is

that pointer value you give
In order to run all the codes

in Ihe correct order you'll need
to Include Program 4 os a

program. To change pictures
you set Into the picture number
then call the routine. Line 9000
passes the values stored In pSO
to Ihe various machine code
blocks whilst the present picture
in still on screen. Line 9001
begins the change, scrolling the
picture, calling Ihe DRAW and
REST routines, and using the
values In m$ to produce the
caption. ATTR make all appear
from nowhere before the routine
RETURNS

So now we have all the codes
and controls needed lo produce
and move our pictures and
coplions, plus scroll speech
bubbles, but that's not all we
need lo be able lo do Next we

within

record of passing events.
First olter Program 1 so Ihe

FOR . . . to values are 63810 and
63857. then RUN ond enter the
values from Table C This is the
code for scrolling the
communications window up one
character square. SAVE with SAVE
"USCROLL" CODE 63B10, 48.

Now type in Program 5 (which
we will add to later) and RUN.
You'll see a Hashing cursor and
line 20. Type something In. Try

deleting. When you've sold
enough (30 characters is the
limit] press enter. Your input will

scroll up one row. II you repeot
the input test five more limes
you'll see the top message more
up each time until, on the last

move, It disappears, having
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incorporating an on-screen timer
into the input routine? This Is

guile easy to do using the
computer's on-baard clock. Its

values are held In o stystem
variable called FRAMES, which
counts the passage of time in

1<5GTh seconds. Here's ho* to

still got Program 5 on board as
part of this routine joins with It,

Add the lines from Program 6(a),

which sets up (unctions and
resets the FRAMES system
variable to 0, and the new
subroutine Program 61b] Now
each lime you GOSUB to. or
leave, the Input routine you will

update Ihe timer. Of course you
can update Ihe timer at any
lime Just by calling the
subroutine. You could, (or

example, also update the timer
by Including o call within the
picture subroutine listed earlier.

The principle ol the timer Is

quite simple. II you want an
explanation of the functions look

up p.99 in your manual. The

that value, 1. and converts It to

hours and minutes before
prinling to screen in the Time
box. As the timer Is set to at
the start you can check the

event has taken place within a
give time

adventure

strength or whatever which Is

deoeased by conflicts or tlrr

and Increased by food and

blocks or pixel width bars an
so get a finer graph. First the
block type Program 7[a) is

called at line 1000 for a
decrease in strength (and

length] and at line 1010 for

Increase In strength. There's n
requirement to use graphic

program. You might prefer a half

bar. or In (act ony character (e.g.

a t sign lor money) or design
and use a udg. If you POKE the
date 102. 153. 129. 129. 66, 66. 36
& 24 into a udg memory block
you will have a heart shape to

use tor popularity or love.

The pixel-bar type is shown in

Program 7(b). It uses PLOT ond
OVER 1 to produce the graph. If

you call the routine more ihon
once (by using o loop wilhin it)

you can produce wider bars.

Superman et ai, can change
persona? II Is important for the
player to know who he is at any
time and this could be shown as
a graphic In a box centre right

ol screen. First we need (he
graphics data in memory As the
block Is 4 x 3 characters, this

means 96 bytes of data for each
ot two graphics. My
schizophrenic oscillates between
a handsome prince who turns
Into a (rog. (Well, what do you
think this Is? A (airy storyl) The
data tor these graphics Is held
above the USCROLL code (rom
oddresses 63618 to 63809, II you
wanl lo see how this routine
would work put In the data Irom
Toble D between these
addresses. (If you also LOAD In

ITATw

"UDGs start at address 65368. not
where we've loaded in the
data!" Quite right.

So, before we con PRINT
anything we have to convince
the machine that the udgs
begin where we've put the data.
We do this by PODEing the
System Variable UDG with the
lowfhlgh bytes of the address we
are using. Program 8 will do this

before PRINTing the appropriate
persona. You need to call It at
line 1000 for the Frog and line
1001 lo change this amphibian
Into the handsome Prince,

To get the main program lo

LOOK
This Is where you've forgotten
where you are and want lo see
the picture ond caption again.
Try something like a close up ol

your hero with O "WHERE AM I?"

bubble, but no caption, followed
by a second close-up picture
with the caption "You look
carefully around." Then go back
to the original k

—
and caption.

3 to

II the o
than you think. All you
do Is to LET z = when you
Initialize the program, then
include the subroutine

= 0: GOSUB 1000 -I

to call when you want to make
the change That line may not

what is called logic ft > =
then the statement following the
first = sign Is true, so z will

become 1 and the PRINT routine
at 1001 is called. The next time,
(z = 0) is false so i is reset to 0.

Understand that or not I assure
you It works. Try It out! Obviously
the value ol z indicates fhe
current persona which may
Influence your characters
capabilities and actions
(Beautiful Princesses only kiss

trogs, not handsome Princesl)

WAIT

EAT

bubble such as "THAT'S YUMMY,"
don't forget to Increase the
strength variable and on-screen
bar, plus perhaps a caption
"Your strength Ir

CANT DO THAT
A picture for general use Ir

sort ol situation would be a
close-up wllh the bubble
"SORRY. I CANT DO THAT."

a) Close-up and caption "You
look on your person."
b) Kneeling icon with rucksack
ond the caption "You look In

c) II ihere is nothing to list use a
close-up with a "NOTHING"
bubble, otherwise print up (In a
sequence ol frames It necessary)
what you have. (You could use
the PRINT machine code (or this

II you reuse the routine within

line 9001, altering the PRINT
positions.)

There are many other actions
ond situations y< '

rraiiml rhnu I'll

lo

>nlrol. Those I'll leave up to

you. After all, It Is YOUR
adventure!
Now to end. a hints and tips

section for those knowledgeable
and/or brave readers who want
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IM
to alter Ihe screen layout

Program 9 will give you the
basic screen lovout my routies

work on. (Fig. 1 shows the layout
reproduced on a character
square grid). Changing some ot

this is easy. For example, the
position of the clock, strength

r* etc and persona '

—

63812 with the new value - 1.

and 6381415 with the new D FILE

start address Use Table E to lind

you v. it all) o

63872 with It

63906 with ti

The vertical
LSCROLL Is ot graph

e. To change this

i POKE 63861 and
he new width, and

printed by
B. To

;r [you
ild design a udg). POKE the
aracter code inlo 64008 It

o defaults to black INK, II you
nt a dltferent colour (to

tch. soy, a blue border)

= INK cc

involve drastic changes to Ihe

code. On your own head be it

Well, that's STRIP complete.
Now engage '

caption area by POKEing 63873
with the height. (You may also

need to moke alterations in the
number ot lines allowed In the
text editor.) Don't torget lo

lengthen the bar printed by
LSCROLL. POKE 63998 with the
new value. It you're not using
black Ink on yellow paper you'll

also have to POKE your attribute

value Into 64014 and 63881.
As written the routine

produces a two-lone picture —
INK and PAPER. If you want to

introduce mote colour or other
attributes you can do this using

PRINT AT row, column; OVER 1;

INK/PAPER/BRIGHT/FLASH number;
"spaces equal to the number of

characters you wish to affect"

alter ihe Program 4 routine has
RETURNed. So, In the first screen
dump shown with the troll, you
could make the mystic symbols
over the open door flash bright
blue Ink on yellow paper wllh

PRINT AT 1, 15: OVER 1; INK 1;

BRIGHT f; PAPER 6; FLASH 1; "(2

spaces)"

Vou would save bytes by having
your opening screen layout load
In as a SCREENS It you did this

you could have a whole screen-
width picture to begin,
changing to fhe standard ten

Communications Window

Obviously can
olher changes b sew 1 Eat vou heart ou Dan Dare!
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WORLD GAMES
US Cold
£9.99

U.S. Gold go around the

world In search of

bizarre sporting events

Just when you thought II was
safe to pick up a joystick eight
new sporting events appear to
challenge you In a round the
world compilation.

Russia Is the first stop and a
chance to challenge the
champions of the iron game at
their own sport. Two different
weight lifting events are ready to
test your skills, the snatch and
the clean and jerk. Up and
down joystick movements need
to be timed well to complete the
lifting movements to ensure that
you don't collapse In a heap
and get the white lights from the
judges,

In competition the key Is

deciding when to Increase the
weights [shown on screen as the

get bigger) to knock
out your opponents without
straining yourself.

After a quick flight to
Germany It's time to take part In
a 300 year old sport, barrel
Jumping, The conlestants have
three attempts fo leap the
highest number barrels lined up
n the it rink.

Synchronised joystick
waggling Is the hint for this event
to get as much speed as
possible so you clear the barrels
in time for a good landing. Get
It wrong and you'll hurt more
than your prlda

Flying all the way to Mexico
just to hurl yourself off a cliff may
sound over the top but it's

because cliff diving is the next
event In these global games.

Six ledges test your nerve and
your skill as you plummet Into
the depths of the sea below, if

you mistime your leap you could
Impale yourself on the rocks
below. To Impress the judges In

your three attempts and take the
gold you need to dice with
danger and dive with style

The next event Is another
downhill plummet only this time
It's a slalom down the ski slopes
of France

A course fraught with peril
and studded with gales to be
negotiated really tests your skill.

Miss too many gales and the
penalty times will put you out of
contention but If you hit a gate
head on or the side ol the
course you'll be wiped out!

Next stop Is Canada and a
round of river log rolling In
which you must walk the log so
that you're opponent takes the
plunge. Vou must time your
joystick moves to keep In step
while unbalancing your
opponent. Whoever loses his
balance first becomes dinner for
the sharks. Best of three decides
the contest.

Tornado await yi

They're bulls that you have to
ride In a rodeo. The bulls will try
to buck, spin and stop to try and
unseat you. Vou have to counter
Its moves to stay on as long as

No global games would be
complete without a trip to the
heather ol Scotland and
chance to toss the caber.

Timed left and right joystick
movements will start your run
(after a quick jig to fhe
bagpipes) and then you must
toss the caber so the log flips

over one complete turn and
doesn't land on your head or
your foot! This Is probably the
hardest event to master and the
most painful to watch.

The final stop In our eight
event and 24,000 mile trip Is Ihe
battle of the blubber as two
sumo wrestlers battle to shove
each other out ol the ring.

As the two 400 pound warriors
size each other up you have a

push, slap and grab your
opponent. If executed correctly
you could manage a
spectacular throw and another
gold medal.

World Games Is the latest in

the series of conversions of Epyx
games that featured Summer
ames II and Winter Games This

Spectrum version has been
coded by Irish programmers,
Choice [who were responsible
for the superb Hardball) and
have added quality to the
graphics and animation that
was missing from the others. If

you're a joystick athlete you
can't afford to miss this one.
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What do Radio Rentals,

Foot and Mouth and

Batman have In

common? Answer: John

Rftman, author of the

hit game Head Over

Heels.

doorslep of his home in Hendon
was a sign saying 'No tree

newspapers'
fortunately he seemed to be

a bit fonder of computer mags,
which Is why I was there to meet
the man behind a string of

sottware hlls Including games
such as 3D Combat Zone, Match
Day, Batman, and his latest

Monster Hit, Head Over Heels.

When I arrived John was
experimenting with the sound
chip on his ("well dodgy") 128,

channelling a tape olthe Band
through the computer, digitising

the music and playing II out
through the sound chip via his

television speaker. The result was
some of the best sound I've ever
heard coming out of a
Spectrum, but don't expect lo

hear many symphonies coming
'--

't the near

hlng Ihot

s trom looking at

Heels, which Is that It you've got
a 128 machine you con load
the game in 138 mode and get
extra tunes and sound effects

that aren't present In 48K mode.
John was lolned by his

graphics designer, Bernle
rummond, and we storied to

the reaction would be 'Batman
mark 2'" John told me "But
Head Over Heels was a logical
progressii

finish a g
; and the graphics are

better because Bernles learnt a
bit since then." Bernled agreed
and, pointing at a screen dump
ot one of the Batman s<



games Head Over Heels Is

clearly an advance over
Balman, with cleorer graphics,
many mote rooms, ond Ihe
added complexities ol

controlling two characters rather

njus
it the

Botman game '

sloned by Ocean as part ol Ihelr

never-ending quest for licensing
deals, but It turns out that
Batman was their Idea. John
had seen Knight Lore and was
"mightily Impressed", and
thought he'd like to produce
something like II. According lo

Bernle the Balman connection
was lust o 'hook'.

Hooked up

"The thing was. how to avoid ties

with Knight Lore, and being
lobelled an Ultimate clone, So
we thought ot a hook that had
importance ot its own," And
once they'd decided on
Batman, Ocean handled the
licensing agreement. It seems
that John likes working tor

Ocean. He says they're very

For most companies a game

success, but Balman sold 11,000
In just the two months leading
up to Christmas 86, and that

Balman are approaching 60,000
while his earlier game. Match
Day (written with Chris Clarke)
has topped Ihe 100.000 mark.

Over Heels?
"I worked as a TV field

engineer for Radio Rentals. They

something about them.
Like so many programmers,

John bought o ZX81 when It was
first produced In 19B2, and his

llrst game, Namlir Raiders came
out on the Artie label Just tour

"1 bought a Sinclair games
tape and It was dire. I thought
I've got to be able to do better
Ihon that'," Artie gave John a
Spectrum and he produced
three more games tor them
before moving lo Ocean, A
couple of years later came the

"" "h Knight Lore.

"I've got a lot of respect tor

Ultimate. I don't think they're
brilliant programmers but they
are good games designers. They
Invented this [3D) format and
when 1 saw It I thought — Wow! I

"When I looked at Knight Lore
I didn't have clue how they
were doing It but I Invented my
own way of doing It."

And, If anything, John's
method has improved on the
original. He claims that his

techniques for storing data are
more efficient than he's seen In

any other programs and II Is this

which allows him to make Head
Over Heels so complex. The
game has 300 rooms In It. yet
Ihe data to describe all these
rooms with their traps and
obstacles occupies just 5K. The
average room takes up seven-
teen bytes, while the smallest

what he could do using the full

128K memory ot Ihe Plus 2. or
even the fast access of the
planned dis

graphics data, and about 20K of

code to control the 'mechanics'
ot the game. John soys that he
spends a lot of time just working
on the basic mechanics ol the
game, and that the tine details
such as the layout ol the
individual rooms can be added
in a relatively short period ot

time towards the end of the
process. When he was writing
Batmon, John spent three
months working on the environ-
ment tt

before h h anything o

Once he's got It

he garni nthei
Is Bernle roughly \

wants and how much space he's

got on screen for the graphics,
and Bernle goes off and works
on some Ideas. After this they
work more or less side by side
exchanging Ideas and making
adjustments as they go along.

John likes to put together
thinking problems ond combine
these with a physical problem,
so that not only do you have to

logically work out the solution to

a particular task (such as
reaching one of the four crowns
on Head Over Heels), you also
have the added task of manipu-
lating the objects around you In

order to physically put your
Ideas Into octlon. Sometimes you

to do It. It's this two-tiered
approach to the gameplay that

horribly addictive
"You hove to envisage how

the game is going to play. I do
think you have to get the
gameplay right in order to make
sure you've got something worth
playing. Some programmers
spend so much time trying to

produce a work ot technical
genius thot they lose sight of the
gameplay."

Future fixtures

John and Bernle's next project Is

to help out Motch Day co-author
Chris Clark with Soccerama, a
highly realistic football game
designed (or up to three players.

And this will probably be
followed by Match Day 2. a

designed from scratch. Then,
looking a bit further Into the
future, John is thinking about
returning to the 3D lormat with a
game that will map Itse"

go along, eliminating tt

for reams ot paper to draw
maps on. Being a fan of

Dungeons and Dragons he says

produce d two-player game In

players can hack it out on
screen just as they would In d
game ot DSiD,

I asked John what he does for

entertainment apart from
ploying D&D. Does he play other
peoples games or avoid
computers altogether?

"I program for entertainment."
Both John ond Bernle get up

'— i they feel like It.
"
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Motorcycle mayhem In

Activision's dirt track

Enduro Racer
Activf-

:—
£9.95

warn

Enduro Pacer Is quite simply
the best motorbike racing game
I have ever played and Is

destined to follow In the tracks ol

Gauntlet and Commando as a
charMoppIng coln-op

The game Is o race against
other bikes and against the
clock as you've lust 60 seconds
to complete the circuit!

You're moving through the
Held nicely as you hit the first

bend. Ihen suddenly you notice
a pile ol rocks across the whole
roadl Almost without thinking

you pull the bike back Into a
wheelle to leap the barrier and
sail over to land safely on the
track having just missed a tree

and bike busting pile of

boulders.
More bends, hills, boulders,

trees and lumps He In your way
as the track Hows aheod of you
In startllngly clear graphics. As
our here navigates a tight bend
he puts his leg out to steady the

It he runs out ot time before
he's completed the circuit the
game ends with a percentage
score showing how much ol the
course you've navigated, which
drives you back for another
game especially it you've lust

missed out by a narrow margin.
Should you succeed then

you've no time to celebrate, not

even tor a lap ol honour, as
you're literally thrown Into the
second ot the tlve courses. This

time the action's set In a desert
with dust clouds streaming from
your back wheel as your tear
around the course.

In the tlrst race the bikes did
little to get In your way but this

lime you'll have to ovoid land
rovers trying to mow you down
as well as more lumps, fallen

trees In the middle of the road
and massive boulders thdt
almost block the road entirely!

To add to your problems you
have only 50 seconds added to

your time left from the first course
In which to go the distance ond
quality for the next three races

The gameplay Is quite superb
with the loystlck or definable
keyboard controlled bike
responding immediately to your

when you land after a lump, hit

a bend and have to steer

through three bikes to get Into

position lor 1he next lump. The
only way to do it is to feel your
way through in a game that's so
realistic you'll almost need a
crash helmel!



THE DISCOVERY
COLUM
More advice and

readers' tips, presented

by John Wase.

random access file programs
coming In. Two ate particularly

worthy o( mention this month.
Firstly, a program tram Andrew
Bailey ct Bradford which sets up
a name and address system (Oh
nol I hear you cry) but with a
difference; each segment is on
a separate random access file

It's a very long program, but I

hope to include It In a future

Issue. We do have problems with

long programs; pleose do try

and keep them reasonably short

if possible. One solution Is to

include a program segment,
end this Is what I propose to do
with the second Item, a listing

from Brian Coutts of East Kilbride.

programs coming up, for Brian
searches random access tiles

with this binary search routine

3 RUN ti-

ls program
inly this year, and to

3s one small win. So
ves no guarantees os to

Tasword
Mr. Goodman of Stoke-on-Trent

sent me an Interesting
'

supplementing our rec

["TASCODE"CODE 23500], Put your
disc carefully away. Use the tour

line loader In figure 2 to POKE in

the appropriate values:
modified code on a new uw
with SAVE • VTASCODE" 23500,
40236. Mr. Goodman also writes

that he has suffered my t-2

problems (see my recent letter];

he too complali
'

'

article cold, although It's fine In BASIC

listing to alter the on-screen
choracter shapes for the Opus
version ot Tasword+2. Enter

CLEAB 25299, and load the
Tasword+2 code

wonder If this is a problem
specific to the Opus power unit

or the Opus Tasword version?

Anyone out there got a solution

yet? In addition, he had

program; It won't. It is merely a
segment of a 17K program and
It demonstrates binary search
principles rather nicely. Let's start

with the 17K program: it's a Pools
Forecasting Program which
accesses a number of random
access files These Include a
history file (1237 records, each of

15 characters (14 + "ENTER"). 1-3

= 1st (earn number; 4-6 = 2nd
team number; 7-10, previous
results or 1st team ground: 11-14,

previous results at second team's
giojnd] In addition to the
Msiory hie. there is a team file

(also landom access) with the

when ihe fixtures array Is set up,
ii-.ii s Oiso saved as a random
access file. The program will

also shortly be expanded to

Include league table
Inlormallon to assist the forecast.

The listing [figure 1] Is. I repeat,
merely a search routine. It Is,

however, very well documented
with REM statements, and there
should be no difficulty In

following Its operations: It

searches for the history or past
performance of each of the two
teams in the current llxture. This

enables Ihe main program to

ZX Computing Monthly



Fig. X N.w To word Charcot «.

10 Input Address ;ad: PRINT ad.
" Va 1 uo iwa: FEIHT

30 POKE
40 GOTO 10

Address Value Address Value Address Value
55050 7 55106 7 55162 7
55052 7 55107 S 55166 7
55058 7 55112 2 55170 7

5 55113 55173 7

S5062 7 55114 e 55178 7
55066 7 55115 2 55181
55070 7 55120 l 55186 7
55074 7 55121 55187
55075 5 55122 i 55194

7 55127 3 55196
55082 7 55137 6 55198 7

55064 55138 2 55206 3
55086 55139 2 55227 5
55089 6 55140 2 55230
55098 55141 2 55245
55101 7 55142 7 55247 7

55103 7 55149 5

surprise error message In tact

you con open a stream to a
stream with OPEN#3;#3. But II

you then try to PRINT#3 - up
comes your surprise message.

Shlnwa dump
Screen dumps are coming In

thick and last. Ejgll Hansen at

Karislunde. Denmark, wrote In

decimal format In figure 4.

CLEAR 51999 and POKE each
numoer Info the appropriate
address, starting at 52000; the
'-11 hand column lists every 101h

addre i to tr right a i me
numbers to be POKEd Into

the ten addresses. Alternatively,

you can wrlle your own loader
program to do II. The checksum
is 68MB. Type in the short bll of
BASIC (figure 5) to RUN It and oil

should be well. E|gll says It

problems with Ihe T2T3 program
which did not always respond lo

his selection when saving (Press

D or TV inserting Ihe line 16S IF

INKEVSO*"' THEN GO TO 165
solved fhe problem.

Moving story
Whilst I'm talking about
problems. I had one the other
day. I use Jose Pedro's 48K
program "Opuscat2" as a disc
organiser. Amongst many other
leatures if moves files from one
diso lo another. When I us<

transfer Tasword+2. a 128K
program. I losf a piece of code.
I always assumed that MOVE a
file" put a piece ol program Intc

some buffer and then outputted
It onto another disc, so II didn't

matter if it was In 48K or 12BK
mode. Does it? Does anyone
really know how MOVE' works?
Meanwhile. I advise caulion:
make sure that everything you

before anything is erased.

Hidden messages
Now a nice little quickie Irom
Rene Uitlenbogoard. Nijmegen.
Netherlands; (figure 3). Tap If In,

run it and you will get the
undocumented error message
"N Wrong Disc", which, Rene
says, appears when one tries to

move RAM disc to a normal disc

with "MOVE 'y";5 TO "d";«". I

would add that It also appears

changing the 54
in line io ro /1 gives "

'. Dave
Corney". He or course wrote the

ROM. Changing II to 72 gives c
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Fig. 5 Program to run Shinwo dump.

i REM COPY
2
3 CLEAR 31999
4 LOAD "m" ili "MCOPY" CODE 52
5
A INPUT "SCREEN NAME " i 0*

000,674

7 LOAD *"m";l;B*SCREENS
3 RANDOMIZE USR 52520
9 RANDOMIZE USR 52000

10 OPEN »5; "b-
20 INPUT "TABULATION "Stab
30 FOR y=0 TO 21
40 PRINT N55CHR* Z7|"«*f
50 PRINT «5;CHR* 27! "D" i CHRS tabiCHRS 0iCHR
60 PRINT M5SCHR* 27;"U";CHRS
70 PRINT #5>CHR* 27i'K"iCHR* 0;CHR* l;

90 PRINT »5;CHRS (PEEK f 59390 + y*25<S + x ) 1 i

100 NEXT X

110 PRINT B5!CHRS 27;-J";CHR* 24;
120 NEXT y
130 PRINT Jt5;CHR* 27; "0";

140 CLOSE »5

Epson (figure 7). It is

the printer buffer, so *i<

- - CLEAR anything,

and It must be a 48K Spectrum
or a 123 In 48K mode. Type II In

using an assembler. To get the
listing lo work. Patrick says, you
need to 0PEN#3;"b" and then
call II with RANDOMISE USR
23339.

CAT'S back
Finally, a program by M, D.

Wood of Lorktield, Kent. This

arrived o couple ol months ago,
but somewhere along the line,

all the documentation
disappeared —

I could find only
a disc, Mr. Wood's nome and
address, and a very brief listing

So I pul it on one side until I had
more time; a fatal move. When I

at lost looked at it. I thought "Oh
no — Just anolher CAT program".
Then I looked again, and found
that il used Discovery's RAMdisc
facility and got Intrigued, It

printed out a catalogue with

perhaps, as nicely as "fullca!" or
"ecat", which have already
been published, but it uses the
RAMdisc rather neatly Just type
in the listing In figure 8 and see
I know it's not very exotic, but I

can't recall any other program
which has used this facility, and
II Is pretty uselul after all. There

copies In about 2 minutes, but I

couldn't test It: my wile has a
Shlnwa, but It saw me coming
and went on strike Ejgil also asks
II onyone knows how to repair a

KO error. My own feeling Is that
since it's having trouble reading
even the catalogue file, then
ellher this has been totally

corrupted or Ihe sector markers
hove been lost, II It Is merely the
catalogue that has been
corrupted, then you might win
with the "read block" facility In

Bradway Software's Disc
Manager which allows you to
read In any block from the disc
Into a buffer area In the
Spectrum, modify It, and save It

on another disc

Epson dump
Next, Patrick Mocklnloy ot
Induno Olona. Italy, also sends
In a machine code dump — this
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:

F-' :

'"""""'

must be other RAMdisc
applications, so let's see some
arograms using (his principle In

hem In It you have wiltten
something useful, and
reasonably short and snappy.
See you next month then, and

keep the programs coming.

ISC": POKE Z363B.B! LET P-2i CLE
OR ": OPEN *3t "T"|ORND80l INPUT

1: DEF FN b<>-CODE [MKEVMM

20 INPUT »5; LINE fti IF **-"-

50 IF T"l OR T=I THEN PRINT HP

woidIIQ the monster rush for
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It's not just beer that

comes In six-packs.

^»ependlng on your point o!

view, this Is either a six pack
compilation with one tree gr
or a seven game compilaifc
Ihe seventh game In quesllc
Duet and pr
(Elite under another name) are
calling It a tree gome by virtue

ol the fad that Its not been
previously released. Either way
this Is still a good value for

money collection,
primarily at the
the market.

The first game
Ihe tape ts Jhe m
Scooby Doo. Whei
onnounced there was

going to be, then
be scrapped
programmers . .

game Into just 4BK,
did appear It vanished almost
without trace Iho! vrn

inevitable I suppose
after alf that tuss Ihe
was an amusing anc
addictive game with
graphics, bul it wasn't anything
particularly special,

leaving Scooby to

ulng Shaggy and Co from

THE HIT
iPACIK

the

h you h
e coin-op gar
ive to fight yo

way through
lighters to reacn sarery on an
aircraft carrier in the Pacific. The
gome did look a bit old
fashioned by the time It reoched
the Spectrum, but It's a nice
simple shoot 'em up. fhe sort

that's always good tor whlllng
away o few spare minutes.

Next on the tape is Duel,
which turns out to be a Gauntlet
variant, buf dressed up In

modern soldier gear rather than
Gauntlet's wizards 'n warriors
trappings. Like Gauntlet It offers

a two player option which Is

much more fun than ploying on
your own. It's Quite good fun, but
the Gauntlet similarities are so

platform
game (whatever happened to

Matthew Smith?!.

Side two gets off to a good
start with Palace softwares
Sacred Armou! of Antlrlod. I'm

surprised to see this on a
compilation so soon, and I

o guld r Teal

why there was no point In

releasing It offer the Initial Hurry
of Gountlet clones had been
and gone
Game number four Is Jet Set

Witty II, the expanded version of

the original Jet Sel Willy game
It's possible that there's a whole
Feneration of relatively new
pectrum owners who have
never seen or played JSW or Its

famed predecessor, Manic
Miner. However JSW still holds Its

through a ruined city and into

the heart of o volcano to destroy
a nuclear generator. Along Ihe
way you have to collect the
components that activate the
suit of armour which will protect

you from the radiation spillage
and the robotic guards thai

you'll encounter. The graphics
are excellent and the gameplay
Is well thought out, and I'd

Erobably pick this as being Ihe
est game on the tape

-'Fighting

very old type ot puzile. Domark's
computer version managed to

be surprisingly en|oyable la play
and stands as one ol fheir better
efforts

Apart from Antlrlad none of

compilations which include Just

a couple o! good games and
ore padded out with a few
complete flops, all the games
on this six (or seven) pack ore
good solid arcade entertain-

Fist.

Exploding Ftsi, and
wasn't quite as adc
It's still as good as most of the
other martial arts games that

tried to copy It, and which ore

still being churned out even

Rounding the tape oft is Split

Personalities, Domark's sliding
squares puzzler. Despite being
based on a very simple and



ENTER THE TUBE IF YOU DARE!

SURVIVE THE TRANSFER'ZONE, STEER THROUQH* THE
INNER TUBE DEFENCE MECHANISM TO REACH THE
CAPTURE AREA.

THE TUBE IS AN AMAZING FAST ACTION SHOOT EM UP,

WITH SUPERB GRAPHICS AND SOUND.

ONLT THOSE WITH NERVES OF STEEL SHOULD APPLY.
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Now from the author of top

seller SHOGUN, James
Claveil, comes TAI PAN and

a terrific computer game '

'

simulation packed with action and
stunning graphics, TAI PAN is the
excitingstory of a man and

id. Become-Dirk Struan - a pirate,

a manipulator of men achieving riches beyondimagination.
Enter a world of blood, slrt treachery, conspiracy and murder «

a game of Grand entertainment!

.

Coei>£ftt '' 1966 JsrnetOavel lot Pan b c
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